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Introduction

Considerabl-e gerontological research supports the cl-aim that

environmental change, such as hospitalization, often leads to

undesirable physical' emotional and social deterioration in

elderly individuals (Datziel , L987 ¡ Haddad, 1981; Schulz &

Brenner, L977¡ Wells & Macdona.l-d' L987). For elderly persons who

are experiencing a lengthy stay in hospital while they wait for

permanent placement in a personal care home, the risk of negative

consequences may be unusually high. First, a pattern of settling

into a custodial routine and adopting a form of "Iearned

helplessness" may develop. Secondly, hospitalization may promote

a lowering of self-esteem and may develop into depression'

Thirdly, social skills may deteriorate as social isolation

increases with continued hospitalization.

The gerontological Iiterature further suggests that

rêminiscence is an effective intervention in helping individuals

to focus on meaningful dimensions of past life evenLs while al-so

mitigating the adverse effects of relocation. There have been a

number of positive results associated with this particular

approach such as decrease in depression, consistency of self-

concept, Positive adjustment and Iife-satisfaction' ego-

integrity, and increased psychosocial well-being (Burnside, l-984;

Col-eman, L974¡ King, 1982¡ Lappe, I9B7 ¡ Lewis & Butler, L974¡

McMahon and Rhudick, 1964 &. L967; Perrotta & l"leacham, 1'98I-82¡

Steuer, I9B2).
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This practicum is designed to explore the use of

reminiscence experiences, delivered in a smal-l- group format, in

assisting "Iong-stay" hospitaJ-ized elderly to (1) promote social

interaction, (2) maintain positive self-concept, and

counteract the development of depression'

(3)
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Chapter 1

Obiectives

It was hypothesized that a Group Reminiscence intervention

would reduce depression and increase personal adjustment in two

groups of "long-stay" patients.

Anticipated improvement would support claims that

reminiscence can indeed assist elderly in dealing with the

adverse consequences of long-term hospital-ization. A further

expectation was to evaluate the effectiveness of reminiscence in

terms of providing a positive experience for the participants and

to sensitize staff to its' potential benefits.

Benefits To Student

The student expects to enhance his skil-Is in engagÍng

clients in reminiscence, and to develop expertise in organizing

and leading support groups. As well, the student expects to

increase his knowledge and understanding of the client's self-

image, interpersonal skitl-s and coping abilities.



Effects of Relocation

Lieberman (L974) states that ". . no matter what the

condition of the individual, the nature of the environment, ot

the degree of sophisticated preparation, relocation entails a

higher than acceptable risk to the large majority of those being

moved.,, The detrimental ef fect of relocation (or 'displacement)

from home to institution on an ol-der adult becomes even more

pronounced when the move is involuntary and involves radicat

environmental change (Aldrich & Mendkoff , L963¡ Bourestom'-' L984;

Chenitz, L9B3¡ Dalzie], L}BT; Dimon, L979; Gillick, et af', L982¡

Haddad, 1981; Lieberman, et a1., L?TL; Melanson & I"leagher, L986¡

tviirotznik t Ruskin, 1985; Pablo, L977¡ Perrotta & Meacham' 1981-

82¡ Tobin, 1-988; Wet1s & lvlacdonald, 1981) '

Hospital relocation has been associated with increased

mortality rates, Iower activity levelsr poor morale and life

satisfaction, and depression (Bourestom, L984; Gillick, et al',

lg82; Haddad, 1-981; Lehman, l-982; Pablo , 1977 i Powell' 1988;

Smith A Brand, 1975). The environmental factors which may

contribute to such negative outcomes include confinement to a

l-imited area, restricted movement, intrusion on physical spacet

regimented schedules, drug compl-ications, falIs, infections,

eating probJ-ems, disorientation, mÍsdiagnosis, rigidity of

caregiver behavior, and neglect of psychosocial needs (carlson'

1984; Dalziel, 1987; FieI , L9B2¡ Hills , L9B7 ¡ lvloos , 1974¡

Rajacich & Faux, 1988; Shapiro, 1980). For the hospitalized

elderly, the change is dramatic, involving new staf f , ne\^¡

physical environment, and new patient population without the
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benefit of preparation (Bourestom, 1984) ' Such demands may

severely tax existing coping skilIs, particularly in those

individuals with more serious medical conditions and whose

functioning has been impaired (Bourestom & Pastalanf 1981).

The Concept of Learned Helplessness

The adverse reactions of the chronically iIÌ elderly towards

hospitalization are exacerbated by feelings of depression and

helplessness (Beck, L979¡ Burnette, 1986; Gillick, et aI., L9B2i

Ivloos , I974¡ powelt, 1988; Schulz & Brenner' L977l| | manifested as

Ioss of control over one's immediate environment (Burlingame'

1988; Lehman, L982¡ Seligman, 'J.975; SÌimmer, et al., 1987).

According to Burlingame (1988), learned helplessness affects

three areas of functioning: motivation, cognition, and emotion'

Motivational deficits are manifested as apathy, bitterness and

demoralization, or a "giving'up" syndrome a state that occurs

whên persons find they cannot meet the demands placed on them by

the environment, but are unable to extricate themselves from the

situation. Coqnitive deficits are reflected in reduced decision-

making abilities, failure to perceive roles and success, and

decreased ability to learn new responses. Emotional/affective

deficits include feelings of helplessness, loneliness , fear,

social wit.hdrawal, insomnia, crying spells, and sexual

dysfunction (slimmer, êt af., 1987; Brink, Yesavage et af.,

L982) .
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The concept of "fearned helplessness" is an important one

to consider when exploring the psychosocial needs of the

chronically ill elderly in hospital. often, a purely medical-

custodial- approach in heal-th care gives rise to emotional

dependence and removal of social role status in the elderly' A

prolonged perception of helplessness without hope of recovery can

ultimately result in chronic depression and low morale' As

Bourestom & Pastalan (l-981, p. 4) concl-ude, "the question is no

Ionger whether relocation has negative or positive effects' but

perhaps the most important question is: what are the most

effective strategies for mitigating the negative consequences of

relocation? " This question is an essential one when applied to

the hospitalized elderty. A healthy balance between their need

for medical care and need for validation' self-determination and

control is most desirable.

There appears to be little consensus as to what exactly

constitutes reminiscing. tr4erriam (1980) reports that those who

have conducted. research on reminiscence have defined it in many

hrays. Havinghurst & Glasser (Ig72r P . 245) define it' as

',dwelling on the past" and "as retrospection, both purposive and

spontaneous." It can be oral or silent. Lewis (1971, P. 240)

conceptual-ized it as involving the process of memory "with the

added action property of reaching out to infuse others with these

memories. " Others have defined it "as the remembered past"
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(Lieberman & FaIk, Lgl!| p. I32) | "the act or process of

recal-Iing the past" (But1er, 1963, p. 65), "the inner experience

and mental process of reviewing one's life" (HaIaI L975, p' 35),

and,,the act of reliving, reexperiencing and savoring past

experiences in the present" (Pincus, 1970' p' 47)'

coleman's (Lg74) three categories of reminiscing simple'

informative and l-ife review are the cl-earest framework for

pulling together much of the Iiterature related to reminiscing

(cited in Merriam, L980). Simple reminiscinq, Qr recalling the

past, is the definition or conceptualization used most often in

the gerontological literature. Informative reminiscinq is

similar to "storytelling" (McMahon & Rhudick, L967) and its' main

objective appears to be entertainment t oÍ "using the past to

teach others the l-essons of experience" (Coleman, L974, p' 282) '

tife reviewinq (Butter, 1963) includes the dimension of analysis.

Butler ( 1963) conceptualized reminiscing as part of a

naturally occurring l-ife review process stimulated in the elderly

by the realization of approaching death. He defined l-ife review

as the reLurn to consciousness of prior life experiences for the

purposes of reevaluating, resolving, and integrating past

experiences. Reminiscence facilitated this process. In other

words, Iife review takes reminiscing one step further in that it

invol-ves putting one's life in order and coming to terms with

one's failures and conflicts (Kibbee & Lackey, L9B2) '

Consequently, the terms reminiscence and life review have often

been used interchangeably (Burnside, 1984; Coleman, I974; LeGero'

1980; McMahon & Rhudick, L967¡ Merriam' 1980; Perrotta & Meacham,

1981-82 ) .
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For LeGero (1980), there are at least three distinct, though

overlapping categories of reminiscence: informative, evaluative

and obsessive. rnformative reminiscence involves recollection

for the pleasure of reliving and retelJ-ing. As material is

reviewed, interest, self-esteem and personal relationships are

often revived. Reminiscing, often considered to be a symptom of

disengagement, ftây in fact indicate reengagement through the

seeking out of listeners (sullivan, 1-983). This activity

provides meaning and purpose to an elder's life and pays tribute

to longevity and comPetencY. Informative reminiscing is

particularly amenable to group sharing (Ebersole, L976) or life

review in Butler's sense of the term. Evaluative reminiscence

involves reevaluatj-on of past personal conflicts resulting in

their acceptance. However, both informative and evaluative

reminiscence can become dysfunctional and obsessive when

individuals are unable to accept their past and, consequently'

become overwhelmed with guilt or despair (lvtcMahon & Rhudick'

L964; Pincus, l-970). A negative life situation may compound the

problem by encouraging a complete denial of the present

accompanied by an extreme preoccupation with the past (Pincus'

L974; Sullivan, L982, Tobin, I9BB).

LeGero's tlpology and Butler's life review are consistent

wÍth Erikson's concept of ego-integrity in ol-d age. In his work

entitled Childhood e¡ Society, Erikson (1-950) defined ego-

integrity as a state of mind characterized by:

"(1) the ego's accrued assurance of its proclivity
fòr'order and meaning, (2) a post-narcissistic
Iove of the human ego not of the sel-f as an
experience which conveys some world order and spiritual
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sense' no matter ho\^/ dearly paid ,fot!. - (3) ':' the

""."pt'.rr"" 
of one's one and only lif e cycJ-e as

"o*áãftitg 
that had to be and that, by necessLLy'

permitteá of no substitutions: it thus means a ne\^I'

different love of one's parents, and (4) 1
.o*i.ã""hip with the orderiñg vrey? of distant times and
Aifieient þursuits " lcited in Carlson, L984¡ p'
84)

According to Erikson, the proximity of the elderly to death

precipitates a crísís during which they evaluate their experi-

ences and accomplishments in terms of whether goals had been

reached. The crisis of ego-integrity versus despair is the last

in a series of eight crises which take place throughout the life

span. Erikson elaborates on the nature of this final- crisis in

Iate adulthood bY stating:
,,one of the new and crucial facts of old age is tl"
appearanceoftheprospectsofdeath.olderpeople
know it must come. fhã constructive way of living in
the Iate years might be defined in this vtay: To live
so generoirsly .r,á unselfishly that the .prospect of
perãonal ¿eattr, the night of the ego- it might be
calIed, looks and feels less important than the secure
knowleäge that one has built for a broader, Ionger
future õh.n any one ego could ever encompass. Through
cniiãren, throügh conf.ributions to the culture, through

' friãnasnips, thãse are ways human beings. can achieve
enduring ãignificance for their actions which goes
beyond ihe limits of their own skins and their o$¡n

lives. May it be indeed only the - knowledge -and- tl"
kind of ="if-p".petration aftei death. Since death is
the only absoiutã certainty for all peopJ-e, this kind
of adaptation to its prosþects may be well the most
cruciai achievement oi thã elder years. " (cited in
Hala, L975¡ P. 36)

Depending on whether the individual is able to find meaning

to his life, this process wilt result in either achievement of

ego-integrity or despair manifested by an attitude of disgust and

contempt (Boylin, et aI., Lg76; Carlson, 1984). As with the life

review, this task involves reminiscing about the past from an

analytical and evaluative perspective (Merriam, 1980)-
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Successfuf adjustment to old age is linked to acceptance of

sel-f and what one has made of one's life (Burlingame' 1988;

Carl-son , 1984 ) . It has been suggested that there exists a

correlation between the capacity to reminisce and the capacity to

achieve a sense of ego-integrity. The content and quality of

reminiscences indicate one's ability to sustain a healthy

relationship with the past in a way which allows for continued

ego-strength in the present and future (Carlson, 1984¡ Fry,

1983 ) .

"Only when we understand where we have been, can v¡e

deciãe where hre wish to go. And the pilgrimage
continues to the moment of life's end. "

E. B. Adams, L979

Functions of Rerniniscence

"He is the happiest man who can see the connection
between the end and the beginning of life. "

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

A description of the functions of reminiscing suggests that

reminiscence is a very purposeful activity (Sul1ivan, 1982). For

example, Beaton (1980) sees reminiscing as repatterning one's

Iife by means of four tasks or functions

integratitg, guiding and connecting.

validating,

The validating function involves the gathering of historical-

data in order to provide reassurances that because an individual

r^ras once competent, this is still true by implication (Sullivan'

1982 ) . When the information reminiscers give is accepted,

validating messages are conveyed, self-esteem is increased and
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self-identity is validated. Since reminiscence involves

continuity, inteqratiort or merging of the past, present and

future is likely to occur. As an individual reminisces about

past events, these events are likely to be related to present

situations and future goals (Sullivan, 1982). Through the

quidinq function, the elderly supply information in order to

educate and socialize the younger generation. This function is

similar to LeGero's ( 1980 ) infomative reminiscence' The

connecting function provides a link between the person and his

immediate environment. reedback from others allows the elderly

to determine their current social status, relationships, and

degree of usefulness.

In summary, the four functions of reminiscence combine to

facilitate a repatterning of the older person's life' This is

accomplished through reinforcement of setf-identity, crisis and

grief resolution, coping with stressful experiences, adjustment

to a new envirottment, cognitive stimulation and imparting of

knowJ-edge to others (Ebersole & Hess, 1981; Pincus, L971-i

ì,iol-inari & Reichlin, 1984-85; SulIivan, 1982).

Research Findinqs

Reminiscing by the elderly has typically been devalued,

regarded as a symptom of organic dysfunction and usually

considered to represent aimless wandering of the mind or Iiving

in the past (Butler , L974¡ Carlson, L984¡ Coleman I L974 |

Sullivan, L9B2). Researchers have questioned whether the
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function of reminiscing should be regarded as a symptom of

psychological decl-ine or as a way of coping with or adapting to

one's present situation (Boylin, et â1' , I976; Butler, L963¡

carlson, I9B4i Coleman, 1974¡ Ebersole & Hess, 1981; Fallot'

1g7g-80; Fry, 1983; Lieberman & FaIk, L97L¡ Matteson ' L984i

Merriam, 1980; Parsons, l-980; Pincus , L970¡ Sullivan, L9B2) -

Most studies have used interview techniques to determine

its' adaptive value. Variability in the administration and

scoring of these interviews would seem to account, ât least in

part, for the contradictory findings existing in the literature'

The st.udies have also used relatively small samples from which

only the most tentative conclusions can be drawn (l"lerriam, L9B0).

while reminiscence can perhaps be categorized in a manner similar

to thar of Lecero ( 1980) and coleman (1974), much of the

empirical research is not so easily categorized (Merriam, 1980).

Nevertheless, the fol-lowing studies are an attempt to determíne

the adaptive value of reminiscing in later adulthood, with

particular emphasis on its' applicability to the hospitalized

elderIy.

of these studies, two have explored, to some extent, the

life review or ego-integrity dimension of reminiscence. Boylin'

et al-. (1976) administered a questionnaire on reminiscing to 4I

Veteran,s Administration domiciliary patients along with a scale

to assess ego adjustment. They reported a positive relationship

between the amount of reminiscence and ego-integrity, that is,

those engaging in more reminiscing had higher scores on the ego-

integrity measure. It vlas found that remembering negative past'
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experiences also correlated with the ego-integrity measure' The

authors suggest the subjects were indeed engaging in a life

review process, which according to Butler (1963) includes both

positive and negative aspects of past experiences. They

concluded that their results support Erikson's (1950) theory of

ego-integrity, and point to a connection between reminiscing and

adjustment to old age (Boylin, et aI., L976)'

Coleman's (Lg74) study of 48 elderly men and v¡omen residing

in a sheltered housing conmunity in London, England investigated

characteristics of simple reminisci.g, life reviewi-ng, and

informative reminiscing. These three types of reminiscing were

related to measures of past and present life adjustment'

Findings showed those who were dissatisfied with their past lives

reviewed. Ìife to a greater degree than those who were satisfied

with their past. There was no relationship between life

reviewing or simple reminiscence and present adjustment. Coleman

concluded that no significant evidence \Â¡as found for the role of

reminiscence itsel-f, but that "life-reviewing" appeared as a

adaptive response when accompanied by dissatisfaction with past

Iife (Coleman I L974).

Other studies on reminiscence have focused upon its

relationship to self-esteem, Iife satisfaction' personal-

adjustment, stress and cognitive-behavioral functioning.

Havinghurst & Glasser (L972) attempted to describe the freguency'

content and function of reminiscence in several samples of men

and women over 62 years of age. In separating and comparing

reminiscers with non-reminiscers, the researchers speculate there

is a relationship between good personal-social adjustment'
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positive affect of reminiscence, and high frequency of

reminiscence, but raise questions about the cause effect

rel-ations. The question is whether good personal-social

adjustment leads to positive affect and high frequency of

reminiscence or vice versa. Upon examination of these results,

they conclude "that reminiscence is caused by a multiplicity of

factors in the personality and the life experience of a person'

Therefore, no simple variable can be highly correlated with

either of those constructs" (Havinghurst & GlasserI 1972t p'

253) .

In exploring the role of reminiscence in adapting to stress'

Lewis (1921-) hypothesized that when confronted with a socially

threatening situation, reminiscers would show higher consistency

in self-concept than non-reminiscers. The sanple consisted of 24

men over the age of 65 years, selected from senior's

organizations and centres in the Boston/New England area- From

an analysis of taped non-directive interviews, subjects were

designated as remÍniscers if over 40t of their sentence units

referred to events five or more years in the past (Lewis, L97L)'

Measures of one's past and present self-concepts were recorded

prior to, and after placing the subjects in a stressful

situation. Results showed that high reminiscers had an increased

consistency between present and past self-concepts when their

expressed opinions r^lere threatened. Lewis concl-udes that

reminiscing among elderly individuals contributes to maintenance

of setf-esteem in a threatening situation.
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Lieberman & FaIk (1971) studied the role of reminiscing in

adaptation to the stress of moving into an institution from the

community. Three groups of elderly persons were compared on the

amount of reminiscing: (a) those in a home for the agedt (b)

those living in the community and on the waiting list for nursing

home; and (c) those living in the communÍty. They found that

the elderly in the most unstabl-e life situation (i'e' the

waiting list sample) were considerably more involved in

reminiscence than either of the other two groups. However, in

investigating the role of reminiscence and aäaptation to stress

of moving into an institution, no apparent relationship vlas

found. A third study which they report.ed provided some support

for Erikson,s and Butler's contention that reminiscing is related

to developmental processes in old age. Although distance from

deat.h was not clearly associated with the amount of reminiscing,

chronological age showed a strong positive relationship (Boylin'

et aI., Lg76). These three studies suggest the elderly do

reminisce more than other age groups, particularly'under stressr

but the adaptive vaÌue of this particular activity remains

questionable.

Turning to another dimension, Fallot (1979-80) compared the

impact on mood of verbal reminiscing among 36 female subjects

between the ages of 48 and 85 years. The hllpothesis that

reminiscence results in decreased negative affect was most

strongly supported. in self-ratings of mood. Results

substantiated the notion that talking about the past is linked

with less depression, while speaking of t'he present and future
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appears to result in dysphoria (Plolinari & Reichl-in, 1984-85)'

This finding is quite consistent with Mclu1ahon A Rhudick's (1967)

research showing a positive correlation between remi-niscing

frequency and an absence of depression. It goes further though'

to demonstrate the direct role reminiscing can play in lowering

depressive affect and suggesting that. such behavior may weII be

facilitated in clinical interventions (FaIIot, L979-80) .

Fry ( 1983) undertook a study test.ing the efficacy of

structured and unstructured reminiscing training for subject's

depression. A sample of 162 elderly residing in major Canadian

and American cities were selected as treatment and control-

subjects. Individuals living in institutions were not chosen

since the objective was to have subjects, who though depressed,

$¡ere functioning at least marginally in the community. Pre- and

post-treatment measures of depression, ego-strength and self-

assessment ratings were obtained. Overall, subjects in both

structured and unstructured reminiscence conditions reported more

iniprovement than the no-treatment control group. Results provide

further support for Lieberman & Falk's (197L) contention that

reminiscence has a general adaptive function for geriatric

subjects.

Perrotta & lvfeacham ( 19S L-82) assessed the value of

reminiscing as a therapeutic intervention with elderly community

residents. A decrease in depression and increase in self-esteem

were the hypothesized outcomes. Twenty-one individuals, mean age

75 years, were randomly assigned to one of three groups: The

first group was involved in structured reminisci.g, the second
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was a control group that. focused on current life events, and the

third was a no-treatment control group. Analysis of changes from

pre-test, to post-test over a five week period revealed no

significant differences for either depression or self-esteem.

The authors concluded one of the limitations of their study was

in conducting reminiscing on a one-to-one basis. Reminiscing has

been described as a social activity, and perhaps the results

would have been different if the subjects had reminisced with a

group of their Peers (LaPPe, L987).

Lappe (1987 ) contradicted the f indings of Perrotta a Ivleacham

by conducting reminiscing in group settings over a longer period

of time (ten weeks). Lappe found that once the elderly fel-t

comfortable in self-expression with the group, their self-esteem

rnras promoted by the posÍtive connection to others and measurable

changes in personal adjustment and depression did occur.

parsons ( l-986 ) undertook to study the difference in levels

of depression in nine female subjects 65 years and older, who

wére enrolled in a nursing clinic at a federally funded housing

project in Gainsville, Florida. The author's hypothesis that

depressed elderly persons participating in grouP reminiscence

therapy would have decreased post-treatment levels of depression

was supported. Her findings suggest that group reminiscence

provides an effective form of intervention for moderately

depressed elderly individuals.

Lesser, êt aI. (1981) contrasted traditional group therapy

and reminiscence group approaches with elderly psychiatric

j-npatients. Six research beds r¡rere a.l-l-ocated excl-usively for
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a 26 bed psychiatric unit. Geriatric

ad.missions included both voluntary and involuntary patients,

generally depressed and psychotic. They concluded that a

reminiscence format leads to the earlier establ-ishment of group

cohesiveness and interactÍon than a traditional format- Reasons

for this are felt to include the l-ess threatening nature of

reminiscence for older people, and the psychotherapeutic aspects

of the life review Process.

It is important to note that neither the Parson (1986) nor

Lesser, et aÌ. (l-981) studies used control groups to determine if

the positive effects brere specific to the reminiscence groups or

merely the result of increased attention or stimulation.

FinaIJ-y, Head, Portroy and Woods (l-990) reported on reminis-

cence groups carried out in two separate day-care centres. The

settings v¡ere a day-care centre for elderly with cognitive

impairment living in the community, and a day-care centre for

people living in a long-stay geriatric facility. The study

compared the effect of reminiscence with the effect of alternate

group activities on subject's interaction during observatíon.

The alternate activities included basket weaving, knitti.g'

games, charades, puzzles, bowling, etc. The interaction pattern

of staff members was also observed. The impact of the

reminiscence groups in the two settings was quite different. For

example, where there was previously little interaction during an

alternate group activity, reminiscence produced a dramatic change

in the behavior of staff members and the elderly peopJ-e observed.

In an initially richer environment, reminiscence did not produce
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change in either staff or the elderly. This serves to illustrate

the need for careful d.efinition of environmental- factors in

evaluating such approaches. They concl-ude a reminiscence group

cannot occur in a vacuum, so that when judging the efficacy of

reminiscence on the behavior of elderÌy persons, the environment

in which it is going to occur must also be considered (Head'

Portroy, Woods, L990).

In conclusion, an overview of the research reflects the

adaptive value of reminiscence in various client populations and

settings. The studies on reminiscence have focused on its'

positive rel-ationship to ego-integrity (Boylin, êt aI., L976\¡

cognitive-behavioral functioning (Head, Portroy & Woods, L990);

stress (Lewis, L97L¡ Lieberman & Falk, L971-); personal adjustment

(Havinghurst'& Glasser, L972)¡ and depression (Fallot, I979'80¡

Fry, 1983; Parsons, i_986 ) . The question, therefore, is not

whether reminiscing is a worthwhile activity, but rather in what

settings can this activity be of most value? (Head, Portroy &

Woods, L990). After completing this literature review, the

student could find no studies assessing the efficacy of

reminiscing with hospitalized elderly. These displaced

individuals, in the most unstable situation, constitute a unique

group for whom reminiscence could prove equally beneficial and

therapeutic in terms of adaptation to their immediate

environment.
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Reminiscence Às A Form Of Intervention

Reminiscence in the aged has been described as an intense'

engrossing activity; the process and content of which are

effected by current living conditions (Mo1inari & Reichlin, L984-

g5). For example, institutionalized elderly are usually faced

with an inabiJ-ity to maintain the life they r^rere previously

accustomed to, and may be unable to avoid refl-ecting about what

they could have done differently or how they could have been.

Significant changes occur as relationships are modified by

hospitalization or loss. Physical and mental changes are

perceived socially as evidence of debilitation and deterioration

(Molinari & Reichl-in, L984-85).

Coping resources which the aging person may have relied upon

may no longer be as predictable or viable as they had been

previously. Therefore, the individual's experience in dealing

with increased stress is essentially characterized as passive in

nature. "Aging is seen as something that acts on the person and

not as the biosocial-psychological outcome of actions one has

taken throughout one's l-ife course. "(Molinari & Reichlin, L984-

85, p. 88). What has been experienced passively by many of the

eJ-der1y is now met by a set of actions that are initiated by the

person and whose content involves recalling past life events I

relationships that resembles one's sense of continuity over time

(MoIinari & Reichlin, 1984-85).

Consistent with this orientation is the assumption that a

potential effect of reminiscing involves "the consolidàtion of
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self-identity" in the face of such changes that are inherent in

the aging process (Castelnuovo-Tedesco, 1978). Castelnuovo-

Tedesco ( 197S ) has also observed that reminiscence may be

analogous to the mourning process. The author states an

essential part of the normal grief process is repetitive

recollections of the lost object. The normal mourning process is

completed when the ego becomes free to pursue new objects. Past

objects are gone, but can be recalled and put to use in the

present. As in the case of mournitg, reminiscence involves a

reorganization of one's relationship to the loss. Second, like

mourning, reminiscence can appear to be refl-ective of

introversion. Third, âs with mourning, reminiscence can resul-t

in an ability to relinquish what has actually been l-ost. As

Zinberg and Kaufman state "reminiscence provides sol-ace by

confirming that something actually took place: and that what

remains has enough substance to comfort and reassure. " (cited in

Carl-son , 1-984 , p. 84 )

' Lewis (1971) proposed the need for reminiscence might be

increased following a threat to self-esteem' such as

hospitalization. This view coincides with the observation of

increased reminiscing among the elderly whose numerous losses

represent a threat to self-esteem (Carlson, 1984). A survey of

gerontological social workers furt.her reveals that clinicians are

more ì-ikely to use reminiscence to reaffirm / validate their

clients and use the past to evoke previous coping styles and

resolve multiple conditions (Ebersole & Hess, 1981; Tobin' 19BB).
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Finally, reminiscence can have positive consequences by

increasing a sense of history and respect for the reminiscer

(Baker, 1985; Burnsidet IgB4; Osborn, L9B9). Ebersole and Hess

(1985 p. 504) express this point by describing the elderly person

as',a living history book" and by claiming that "the most

exciting aspect of working with the aged is being part of the

full emergence of the l-ife story. "

Group Approach To Rerniniscence

',By the crowd they have been brokenì by the crowd shall-
they be hea1ed".

L. Cody Marsh (1935)

Hospitalized elderly may accept a sense of dissatisfaction

and unhappiness as being inevitable accomPaniments of aging.

They may not always detect colnmon sources of problems and

conflict. The longer the isotation and depression is neglected,

the more complex it becomes, generating a host of potentially new

problems (Ambrose, 1989; Bourestom & Pastalan, 1-981; Burnette,

1986; Conway, 19BB; Dalziel, 1987; Garland, i-985; Gillick, et

aI., L9B2; Haddad, 1981; Hogan, 1980; Long & Bluteau' 1988;

Melanson & Meagher, 1986; Seligman' 1975).

A positive relationship between social support and personal-

adjustment justifies formation of self-help networks based on

common issues (Ambrose, 1989; Baker, 1985; Ellison, L9BIi

Garl-and, 1985; Haddad, 1981; HaIa, 1-975¡ Hogan' 1980; Long &

B1uteau, 19BB; Well-s & Macdonald, 1981). According to Hogan

(1980), group interactions provide members with new information,
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combat their demoralization, arouse their emotionality, confront

them with discrepancies between the assumptive world and social

reality, and facilitate transfer of gains into daily l-ife. Group

reminiscence might wel-l serve the basis for predicting that

moderately depressed participants would raise one another's level-

of dysphoria and belief in their own self-efficacy (HolJ-on &

Shaw, cited in Beck, êt âf -, 1979; Parsons' l-986) '

Implementation of a group approach (Jacobsen, et 41., 1968)

to reminiscence as opposed to individual work appears more

effective in that groups allow greater opportunity for feedback

and sharing with peers (Kazdin, L979]¡, while also fostering

social- and intell-ectual intimacy (PoweII, 1988). Group formats

also offer a major pragmatic advantage over the individual

sessions as more j-ndividuals can be treated within a given period

of time (Hollon t Shaw, cited in Beck, êt al., 1979)'

A group reminiscence intervention was chosen because there

have been a number of positive resul-ts related to this approach'

including decrease in depression, positive adjustment and life

satisfaction, and increased psychosocial we1J--being (Baker' 1985;

Butler, L963¡ Coleman, I974; Ebersole 5r Hess, 1981; Ellison'

19Bl-; HaIa , I975i Kibbee & Lackey, L982; King, L982¡ Lappe, 1987 ¡

Lewis & Butler I Lg74 & L982; lvlcMahon & Rhudick, L964 e L967¡

Matteson, cited in Burnside , L984, Osborn, 1989i Perrotta &

Ivleacham, L981-82; Sheridan, 1991, Steuer I L982) -

Reminiscence groups have also been used to address social

isolation, hopelessness, impaired adjustment, social- skill-

deficits, and disturbances in self-concept (Baker, L9B5;
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Burnside, LgB4; Butler, 1963; Butler & Lewis r L974 & L982;

Ebersol-e , L976¡ Fry, 1983; King, I9B2¡ Lappe, I9B7; Mclv1ahon &

Rhudick, L964¡ Osborn, 1989; Perrotta & Meacham, L9BL-82¡

Rajacich A Faux, , L9B8). This activity aids individuals in

dealing with issues of separation and loss resulting from illness

and displacement (e.g. hospital-ization) I and is a form of

"working through', that parallels a normal grieving process

(Carlson, L984¡ Conway, 1988). It has also been incorporated in

programs of hol-istic health promotion (osborn' 1989).

In conclusion, most approaches used with the elderly have

been borrowed/extrapolated from work with other client groups and

often applied in an eclectic way (Garland' L985; Steuer, L982)'

The intervention selected for this practicum is no exception to

this rule. The goaJ-s of group reminiscence are to reduce

depression and increase personal adjustment. The dependent

variables depression and personal adjustment were selected since

there is general agreement that elderly who have experienced loss

and rejection attributed to negative IiÎe events, such as illness

and hospitalization, are more likely to display increased

negative affect (Fry, 1983; Lewis & Butler, L974; Lowenthal &

Chiriboga, 1975). Introducing depressive elderly to some form of

group work should enhance overall tife satisfaction (Beck, L979¡

Coleman, L974i Lowenthal & Chiriboga, 1975).

A review of the literature also indicates a positive

rel-ationship between social support and personal adjustment

(Ambrose, L989; Baker, 1985; Garland, 1985; Haddad' 1981; Hogan'

1980; Long & Bluteau, 1988; Wells & Iulacdonald, 1981). Applying
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the concept of reminiscence to groups should further facilitate

peer relationships, adaptation, affirmation, empathy and coping

(Burnside, 1984; Caplan, I98I¡ Jacobsen, êt al., 1968; Janosik,

1984; Moos , L9B6¡ Spalding, 1984¡ Streib & Schneider, I97L¡

Tobin, I98B) .

In tine with these theories, the hospitalized "Iong-stay"

elderly appear to constitute a unique target group for whom a

structured reminiscence group intervention could prove beneficial

and therapeutic in terms of addressing the issues of depression

and personal adjustment. If group membership is voluntary' and

the approach is supportive and non-confrontational, there is no

reason to be concerned that the intervention will have a negative

impact on the participant's quality of life (Ebersole & Hess,

1981).
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CTAPTER II

lfethod

Settinq and Context

The l4isericordia General Hospital is a 409 - bed acute care

hospital in Winnipeg, Ivlanitoba. The facility was incorporated by

the Sisters of Misericordia, ninety-three years ago. When an

eJ-derly patient is admitted to l4isericordia General Hospital, the

intent is to provide medical treatment with the ultimate goaÌ

being community discharqe. Patients are admitted for assessment

and treatment of medical and psychiatric disorders, as well as

rehabil-itation.
During the process of hospitalization, elderly individuals

may be assessed as no longer being able to manage adequately or

safely at home. These individuals will apply through Manitoba's

Continuing Care Program for assessment and admission to a

personal care home. Factors predicting admissions of this nature

are: advanced âgê, stroke, incontinence, confusion, fallst

and/or loss of social support networks (Macguire, Taylor & Stout'

r_986 ) .

The assessment is reviewed by a panel consisting of health

care professionals such as a geriatrician, nurse and social-

worker. The panel establishes the need for personal care home

placement, reviewing the level of care required by the patient

and expJ-ores alternate discharge possibilities. This application

process is commonly referred to as "panelling" and the
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hospitalized patients, once assessed as requiring personal care

home supervision, are designated panelled "long-stay" patients.

Foll-owing panellitg, the approved applications are placed on a

central waiting list at the Office of Continuing Care. The

hospitalized panelled patients are no J-onger classified as

requiring acute medical care, but rather chronic care.

Consequently, they remain in limbo while awaiting an eventual

move from hospital to personal care home-

With an increasing population debilitated by chronic

ailments, a growing proportion of hospital beds are occupied by

elderly for prolonged periods of time. These so-called "bed-

blockers" or "Iong-stays" have been shown to represent 10-308 of

all- patients in acute care hospitals (Dalziel, L987). At

Misericordia General Hospital for example' approximately 35-40

individuals fit this description, and their average stay is nine

months (see Appendix A). Blocking of hospital beds has also been

attributed to lack of coordination between acute and chronic care

iristitutions, limitations in Home Care policies, inadequate

discharge planning, and shortage of chronic care beds (Shapiro &

Ross, L981).

Selection Criteria

Subiects

In analyzing suitability for any group work, Hogan (1980)

emphasizes that members should share conmon concern for

improvement of lifestyle. He warns against including individuals
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who are (a) preoccupied with themselves, (b) too agitated to

tolerate social intercourse, and (c) delusionary or confused'

Consistent with Hogan's ( 1980 ) recommendations for group

membership, the following conditions disqualified subjects from

participation in Group Reminiscence: (a) episodes of psychotÍc

depression (b) speech impairment or severe deafness, and (c)

organic impairment (e.g Alzheimer's disease, senile

dementia). Individuals with these conditions require increased

attention than time would permit' in group settings.

participants met the following criteria:

AII participants v¡ere:

Group

1) Classified as "chronic care" patients and awaiting al-ternate

placement from hospital;

2) Oriented to person' place and t,ime;

3) Abl-e to speak and understand English;

4) Able to hear well enough to participate in smalI group

discussion;

5) AbIe to participate

hour at a time;

in group discussion for at least one

6) Able to make selections on a paper and pencil inventory

(either oral or written form);

7) AbIe to provide voluntary consent.

Such informed consent is an essential precondition for any

program (Jehu, 1983) and is a key factor in the protection of the

patient's rights whil-e in hospital (see Appendix B)
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Group Composition

Two groups of subjects were selected from medical wards

throughout the hospital to participate in six structured

reminiscence sessions. One group proceeded the other to ensure

reasonable sample sizes and provide additional opportunity to

meet the student' s J-earning goaJ-s . Review of medical charts '
initial- cl-ient interviews, and pre-test scores on the dependent

measures formed the basis of the overall selection criteria.

There was- no discrimination on the basis of aget sex or

social/cultura1 back-ground. Group sizes were determined more on

the basis of pragmatic than theoretical considerations ' A

reasonabJ-y sized group of 5-7 members could be handled by the

student keeping in mind their frail health and physical problems.

A total of L7 individuals were screened for Group One and 16

individuals for Group Two. The final samples that met the

criteria for the practicum consisted of 7 individual-s in Group

One and 5 individuals in Group Two. These subjects were

classified as moderately depressed (G.D.S. Short Form) and

possessing low morale (P.A.S.) in pre-test scores. The

characteristics of the participants are shown in Table I.
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Table I

Characteristics of the Subiects Observed In Reminiscence GrouÞs

Group One

Subiect Age Sex Diaqnosis

(KM) 85 F Pneumonia/incontinence

(EP) 82 F ComPound fracture back
vertebrae / falls

(HT) 77 F C.H.F.

(OF) 86 F C.V.A. ' fractured tibia, fibia
/incontinence

(NW) 87 F Fractured right humerous' blind

(EC) 91 F Contused pelvis & hip, recurrent falÌs

(EM) 87 F T. r.A's / fall-s

Group Two

(EC) 91 F Contused hiP / falls

(EL) 72 F Severe ataxia / broncho pneumonia

(AT,) 82 F Fractured right hiP

(AG) 7g M Chest contusion / tatts

(lûir) 87 F Fractured right humerous, weakness, blind
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of the total L7 subjects screened for Group one: seven

participated in a minimum of 4 sessions; six refused to

participate citing their general discomfort or lack of interest

in group activities; two dropped out after attending the first

session citing lack of interest (both were roommates

incidentally); one experienced medical complications (extension

of C.V.A. ); and one v¡as discharged from hospital before

commencement of first session. Three of the original seven

subjects \¡rere unable to participate in the final two sessions due

to earlier than anticipated díscharges resulting from the nurse's

strike in January, 199i-. Alterations in group size and

scheduling $¡ere made to accommodate the four remaining

participants during the period of the strike.

Of the total- 16 individuals screened for Group Two: five

participated a minimum of four sessions; one attended the first

session but was assessed by facilitator as too disoriented to

continue in future sessions; one participated in first session

but declined to return citing lack of interesti one was medically

unstable (J-ow physical tolerance level) to continue in group

following first session; one had limited grasp of English

Ianguage and attended first session only; two were discharged

from hospital before conmencement of group; and five refused to

participate aJ-together.

Of the original members comprising both reminiscing groups'

eleven were female and one was mal-e with a mean age of 84 years.

Educational- attainment varied from less then 6 years to college

degree l-eveI. AII t{ere widowed with exception of two members.
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AII rated their health as poor; two ambulated independently; five

used. walkers; and five were entirely dependent on wheelchairs.

The lone male had been a successful business executive and avid

sportsman, and the b/omen incl-uded housewives, a seCretatY, nurse

and machinist.

Instrumentation

In order to achieve a more balanced and comprehensive

assessment of each client, a "mul-timodal assessment scheme"

(Jehu, 1983) comprising paper and pencil instruments, direct

observation, review of audio-taPeSr and assessment of client

records/medical charts was undertaken.

An A-B-A design (pre-test intervention - post-test) (Bloom

& Fischer, L982) b/as sel-ected to further assess group efficacy.

The two dependent measures (depression and personal adjustment)

r,trere administered to group members at three designated points.

These comparisons were intended to provide a stronger basis of

inferring some degree of causality (Bloom & Fischer, 1982). Time

1 observations were taken approximately 1-2 weeks before inter-

vention and established baseline (pre-tests) for each variable

during the preparatory assessments; Time 2 observations v/ere

obtained at the midpoint of group intervention (Group Session #

3 ) ; and Time 3 observations \¡rere collected f ollowing group term-

ination (post-test), As resul-ts from the respective measures

hrere coJ-lected, data \Áras charted to determine whether in fact

hypothesized outcomes had been achieved (Bloom & Fischer, 1982).
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In addition, a client satisfaction survey hras al-so administered

to aII participants following group termination to assess their

degree of satisfaction with the program.

The measurement package includes (1) The Geriatric Depres-

sion Scal-e Short Form (see Appendix C), (2) The Cornell Per-

sonal Adjustment Scale (see Appendix D), and (3) The Client

Satisfaction Questionnaire (see Appendix E). These measures were

selected because their formats serve to shorten the time required

for each scale's administration. They can be administered in

either oral or written forms. Ëesides ease of administration and

economy of t.ime, items from the Geriatric Depression and Personal

Adjustment scales are specifically designed for use with elderly

individuals.

The Geriatric Depression Scale (G-D-S- ) - Short Form

This scale was developed by Yesavage, Brinkr Rose & Leirer

(f983). The original scale was designed for the elderly and

distinguishes those respondents classified as normal, mildly

depressed and severely depressed (Corcoran & Fischer t L987 ¡

Granick , L9B3 ) . The instrument avoids the confounding effects of

depression with the negative affect associated with physical

disabilities of old age (Granick, 1983). It uses a dichotomous'

cl-ose-ended questionnaire, requiring the subjects to answer yes

or no to the questions (Parsons, 1986).

The G.D.S. is scored by assigning one point for each

depressive ans\^rer and zero points for a non-depressive answer
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(Corcoran I Fischer, 1987). Scores between 0 - 10 can be viewed

as within the normal- range whil-e scores of lL or more are

interpreted as possible indicators of depression (Brink, êt â1',

Ig82; yesavage & Sheikh, L986i Yesavage, êt af., 1983). The

scal-e has excellent internal consistency with an alpha of '94,

and equally excellent concurrent validity with correlations of

.83 with Zung's Self-Rating Depression Scale' and .84 with the

Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (Corcoran & Fischer, l9B7).

The scale also has good known group validity, distinguishing

depressives from normaJ-s (Concoran & Fischer, L987 i Granick'

1983; Yesavage, Brink' Rose & Leirer' 1983).

To decrease the likelihood of fatigue or poor concentration

in the target group, a shorter version of the G.D.S. was

selected. The Short Form (Yesavage C Sheikh' 1986) consists of

15 questions having the highest correlation with depressive

symptoms in validation studies. These questions $¡ere then

arranged in a 15 item one page, easy to understand yes/no

format, similar to the regular Lonq Form version of the G.D.S.

These items reflect the core of geriatric depression and ínclude

Iowered affect, inactivity, irritability, withdrawal, and

negative thoughts about past, present and future. Of the 15

items, 10 indicate the presence of depression when answered

positiwely, while the remaining items ( 1'5 ,7 ,11' 13) indicate

depression when answered negatively (Yesavage & Sheikh, I9B6).

Initial data suggest that the shorter version is highly

correlated with the original form and is equal-Iy sensitive to

depression in subjects with mild to moderate dementia (Yesavage &
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sheikh , 1986 ) . In the present study, a score of 7 ot more on

abbreviated version of the G.D.S. \âIas used as a cut off score

depression.

The CorneII Personal Adiustment Scale (P-A-S- ì

This scale was developed by Thompson, Streib and Kosa (1960)

as part of a larger research effort conducted at Cornell

University to examine occupational retirement. The longitudinal

study was initiated with the broad hypothesis that retirement is

a major disruption of an adult's role and would tend to have

negative consequences for the individual. It examines the

effects of role disruption in three main areas: (1) health, (2)

economic situation, and (3 ) social- psychological dimens j-ons

comprising (a) self-image, age identity and usefulness, (b)

satisfaction with tife, and (c) adjustment to retirement. The

study comprised a sample of 4,032 persons working in industries

drawn from a twelve state area (representing all parts of the

U.S.A. ) and selected on the basis of the following categories:

(1) geographic location, (2) industrial type, and (3) size of

pIant. The respondents selected were all those who were willing

to take part in the study. Consequently, a random sample was not

obtained. The interval of time between research contacts varied

from twelve to eighteen months, and the total- period of data

gathering was between six to seven years.

The variable adjustment is defined here as a continuum

ranging from satisfaction with life to hopelessness. To measure

the

for
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changes in personal adjustment, three indices have been devised

through use of the Guttman scaling technique. These have been

l-abeIled (a) satisfaction with life, (b) dejection, and (c)

hopelessness. Each of these dimensions contain three questions

that are specific and concrete, and do not el-icit ideological

responses of any kind. They are included in an interview

schedule designed to be setf-administered. It would appear that

it could also be administered in personal interviews (Streib &

Schneider, 1971).

A total morale scale is obtained by surnming up the positive

responses to each item, with higher scores indicating greater

personal adjustment. There are,' howeverr ro particular cutoff

score(s) reported in the l-iterature. In formal tests of internal

reliability calcul-ated for each of the indices, the results were:

(a) satisfaction with life, .96; (b) dejection, -96¡ and (c)

hopeJ-essness , .95 (Thompson, Streib & Kosa' 1-960; p. 166).

It appears that very litt1e use of this scale has resulted

in little informat.ion on its' reliabiJ-ity and none on its'

validity. Despite these weaknesses, the P.A.S. stil-l remains

appealing due to it's short format, inclusion of simple and

concrete questions, relative ease of administration and

appropriateness for use with elderly subjects (Thompson, Streib ç

Kosa, L960).
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the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (C-S-Q. )

The C.S.e. by C. C. Atkisson (L979) was also administered to

assess client satisfaction with intervention following group

termination. This questionnaire is an I - item measure, yielding

a homogenous estimate of general satisfaction with services '

Larsen, Atkisson, Hargreaves & Nguyen (cited in Corcoran &

Fischer¡ L987, pp. L2O-L22) report this scal-e has been used with

a number of populations and seems to operate the Same across

various ethnic groups. It is easily scored by sumrning up the

individual item scores to produce a range of I -32, with higher

scores indicating greater satisfaction. With respect to

reliability, the same authors indicate the measure has excellent

internal consistency with alphas that range from .86 to .94, with

very good concurrent validity in a number of studies. Scores on

the C.S.Q. are correl-ated with clients' ratings of globa]

improvement and symptomatology, and facilitator's ratings of

clients progress and likeability. The measure has also

demonstrated moderate correlations with a number of other outcome

variables, thus suggesting a modest correlation between

satisfaction and intervention gain (cited in Corcoran & Fischer,

1987, pp. L20-L22) .

In terms of eval-uating satisfaction with Group Reminiscencet

wording of items 3, 4 | I have been slightly modified: In

Question # 3, the term program has been replaced with group;

Question # 4, "If a friend were in need of similar help, wouJ-d

you recommend our program to him or her? " has been replaced with
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"Would you recommend our group to others?"; and Question # 8, "If

you were to seek help again, would you come back to our program

?" has been changed to "Would you participate in a similar

activity if offered again ?"

Tape Recordings

Alt sessions $/ere also recorded in an attempt to lend

insight into any changes over the course of the intervention.

The student was interested in monitoring group development, the

nature and intensj-ty of remininsence themes, changes in member's

interaction as well as monitoring the student's own intervention.

Excerpts from the tapes served the purpose of sharing with others

the content, purpose, benefits and limitations of the groups. As

a learning tool for the student, the tape recordj-ngs would assist

in supervision and ongoing evaluation by the adviser(s).

Procedure

The preparatory stage of the practicum involved outlining

the program's methodoloÇly, subject selection, procedures and

evaluation to appropriate hospital personnel during the month of

October, 1990. Standard hospital policy related to educational

research indicates that the following staff members be advised of

the practicum proposal: (a) the student's immediate supervisor,

Director of Social Work; (b) Assistant Executive Director'

Clinical Support Division; (c) Ùledical Director; (d) Nursing
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Director ; and (e) School- of Nursing Director (see Appendix F) '

Upon receiving approval- from hospitaJ- administration to proceed

with the program at tr4isericordia General Hospital, the head

nurses representing the medical wards of Sherbrook 2, Sherbrook

3, Maryland 4 | Cornish 5 North, and Cornish 5 South were

contacted and oriented to the objectives and methodology of the

practicum (see Appendix F). At the same time, a review of

potential subjects from the respective medical wards was

undertaken with the head nurses and other appropriate staff (i.e.

social workers, nurses and the diversional therapist).

From mid October to December 3, 1990' prospective partici-

pants \^rere assessed for group membership by way of medical chart

reviews, staff consultations, client and family interviews, and

administration of pre-test measures. By December 3, l-990' a core

group of subjects were sel-ected to participate in Reminiscence

Group One. Interdepartmental memorandums were circul-ated by the

student identifying those patients selected from each ward and

advising nursing of the schedule/Iocation of group sessions (see

Appendix F).

The diversional- therapy room and lounge area on the 4th

Floor were used as meeting places for Group One as the facilities

were centrally located to elevator service, wheelchair accessible

and served the need for privacy. Most members were already

familiar with these settings having spent some time in

diversional activities such as bingo's, sing-songs, church

services, etc. Transporting subjects to and from the meeting

rooms \¡/as undertaken by the student with the assistance of a

hospital vol-unteer.
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Group One was tentatively scheduÌed to meet every Wednesday

(6:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m. ) from December 7 | 1990 to January 9, 1991.

A period of one hour per session seemed to offer a compromise

between the need to provide adequate time for each participant

and yet avoid exhausting or J-osing other members in the process.

The original- schedul-e was disrupted by the Christmas Holiday

season and the nurse's strike. The group sessions were re-

scheduled as fol-Iows: December 5, 13, L9¡ January 9, 15, 22.

This did not seem to present a problem. The critical elements

were that the group met every week and that attendance remained

consistent.

A similar process of orientation and subject selection was

initiated with Group Two subjects during late February and March,

l-99f. Head nurses representing the medical wards of Sherbrook 2'

Sherbrook 3, I"faryland 4t Cornish 5 North, and Cornish 5 South

\^rere reoriented to the objectives and a subsequent review of

potential subjects was undertaken. This was fol-lowed by a

similar pre:screening "multimodel assessment scheme " as \i¡as

conducted with Group One.

To offset client turnover and ensure reliable sample size,

the schedule for Group Two was altered to accommodate sessions

twice weekJ-y as opposed to once. The sessions v/ere held

Wednesdays and Fridays; April 10, L2, L6, 19, 23 and 26.

Ivleeting times $rere scheduled f rom 1l-:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. in

order that sessions not conflict with mealtime, dispensing of

medications and visiting hours as üras the case during evening

sessions with Group One. Memorandums were circulated to the
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respective wards and Director of Social- Work reflecting the

schedul-e change (see Appendix F ) .

Both groups were oriented during the preparat.ory sessions

to the concepts and techniques of Reminiscence. During these

contacts, the student was abl-e to gain a greater understanding of

each client's problems, background, and coping mechanisms. In

addition, there was the opportunity to establish rapport'

decrease anxiety, and orient clients to the goals of group work

and expected behaviors in general.

Group One consisting of 7 members and Group Two of 5 members

remained closed following their respective first sessions. The

student had assumed responsibility for (a) establishing both

groups as psychological entities, (b) structuring the groups by

preparing unit designs and clarifying group goals, (c) com-

pleting process recordings, inventories and evaluationsr (d)

monitoring and promoting phases of group development, and (e)

identifying and managing group processes (Heiney & Wells , L989 ) .

Specific intervention strategies consisted of:

f-) Specifying problems and possibl-e solutions (problem-solving

approach)

2) Encouraging reminiscence through use of various stimuli

within a group format

3) Feedback from clients, families, and hospital staff in

establishing, implementing and reviewing group processes.

"Others" may also provide valuable feedback to further

motivate, support and encourage efforts to reminiscence and
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counteract client's inactivity and preoccupation with

depressive/hel-pless thoughts .

The two respective Reminiscence groups began with a specific

agenda for each session. Although flexibility was important, it

hras also necessary to have an agenda to present to the groups'

which basically served as "a springboard for interaction and

d.iscussion" (Àmbrose, 1989). Reminiscence topics were introduced

to group members in advance and proceeded in roughly the same

chronological order as described by C. Osborn ( 1989 ) in

Reminiscence: When the Past Eases the Present (see Appendix G).

Efforts were made by the student to invol-ve aII participants in

selection of topics and discussion. As a resultr âo additional

number of non-threatening topics related to technological

advances, hobbies, leisure activities, and f avorite meals l^¡ere

introduced alongside topics more personally oriented such as

parents, siblings and pets. To facilitate scheduJ-ing, a modified

version of a timetabl-e described by S. HoIl-on & B. Shaw (cited in

Beck, êt aI., L979) was applied to the reminiscence groups (see

Table II).
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TÀBLE II

Schedule For Group One a and Group Two b

WEEK SESSION OBJECTIVES ,AND METHODS

A-C Diagnostic and PreParatorY
Sessions

Î (oct. 15 Dec. 3t 1990)v (March 4 - Àpril 10, 1991)

# I Initial Session
1 (December 5t 1990)

(April 10, 199I-)

1. Orient hospital staff to
intervention

2. Assess approPriateness of
individuals for grouP

3. Assess and discuss exPecta-
tions

4. Introduce measurements
( pre-test )

5. Review medical charts
(e.g. - nurse's observation
notes) r to assess be-
havioral, functional and
activity patterns of Pros-
pective members

1. Introduce group members to
one another

2. Set agenda
3. Discuss individual member's

concerns
4. Discuss expectations and

intervention goals related
to group reminiscence

5. Assess group reaction to
session

6. Debriefing of individual
members following session

7. Refer to medical- charts to
review group member's func-
tional status
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WEEK SESSION OBJECTIVES AND }TETHODS

# 2-6 Group Sessions

#2
Î (December 13, 1990)

(Àpril L2, 1991)

3 fo3""*o"rÞ iepril L6,
]-9, 1990)

1991)

1. Set agenda
2. Review each member's status

from lst session
3. Introduce topic for re-

miniscence: EIderIy
Childhood Memories of

,a
School Years (GrouP 1)

4. Assess group reaction to
session

5. Debriefing of individual-
members following session

6. Review medical charts for
change(s) in group member's
functional status, actívity
patterns

L. Set agenda
2. Review each member's status

from previous session
3. Discuss reminiscence topic:

Christmas elq_Ëgl:lqey

Childhood Memories Of
ets

(Group 2)
4. Assess group reaction to

session
5. Debriefing of individual

members following session
6. Àdminister measurement

package
7. Review medical- charts for

change(s) in group member's
functional status, activity
patterns
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WEEK SESSION OBJECTIVES ÀND METHODS

a
b

#4
(January 9, 1991)
(April 19, 1991)

#s
( January 15, 199 i- )(Aprit 24, l-991)

1. Set agenda
2. Review each member's status

from previous session
3. Discuss reminiscence topic:

Technological Advances
(i.e. automobile, airplane,
el-ectricity, household
appliances etc. ) and Child-
hood Pets (Group 1)
Technological Advances In
Lifei lvlemorable Famil-y
Events: Fq¡q!-!¡¿-V'Ie1|ç!!¡qe-¿

4. Assess group reaction to
session

5. Debriefing of individual-
members following session

6. Review medical- charts for
change(s) in group member's
functional status, activity
patterns

1. Set agenda
2. Review each member's status

from previous session
3. Discuss Topic for re-

miniscence: Fashion of
Yesteryear and Special
Hobbies (Group 1)
Favorite Hobbies and

i. e.
cooking, hunting, pets)
(Group 2)
Assess group reaction to
session
Debriefing of individual
members foll-owing session
Review medical charts for
change(s) in group member's
functional- status, activity
patterns

a
b

4.

5.

6.
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ÌgEEK SESSTON OBJECTIVES ÀND UETHODS

a
b

#6
(January 22, 1991)
(Àpril 26, 1991)

#7 - I
(February L2 25, 1991)
(May L 5, 1991)

Set agenda
Introduce Topic for
reminiscence: Sharing
Itisdom I Experiences Of A
Lifetime
Group termination: assess
member's reactions to over-
all group process
Debriefing of individual
members fol-Iowing session
Review medical charts for
change(s) in group member's
functional status, activity
patterns

Distribute measurements
( post-test )
Provide ongoing one-to-one
supportive contact with
group members
Review medical charts to
assess for change(s) in
group member's functional
status, activity patterns
since group termination

l_.
2.

a
b

3.

5.

2.

3.
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CTIAPTER III

Group Process and Evaluation

The writer wishes to describe the meaning of the group

experience for both the student and participants in the following

chapter. The content of reminiscence, the intensity with which

particular topics emerged and others neglected, the student's

interventions and movement of the reminiscence groups through

stages of development, is reflected by the student's observations

and participant's reporting of their experiences.

The student was also interested in evaluating the effect of

intervention on its' members in terms of the stated goals.

Evaluative efforts were process-oriented, designed primarily to

monitor changes in the dependent variables. Participants were

engaged in reporting their progress through the use of the

measurement package as described in Chapter II. Eval-uation of

the program offers further information to el-icit a clearer

definition of the purpose, goals and usefulness of reminiscence

as an intervention with hospitalized "long-stay" patients.

Preparatory Work For Conductinq Reminiscence Sessions

Individual work with prospective members was a necessary

prelude to assignment in a reminiscence group. During the

preparatory stage, for example, many members felt particuj-arly

cautious and apprehensive and this was refl-ected in statements
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such as... "f couldn't possibty talk about myself in the presence

of others, " "I'Iy l-ife waS just not that interestirtgr " or "I am

much too sick and old to participate. " The preparatory

interviews lrrere very helpful in discussing these rel-ated concerns

and misconceptÍons. The student \^Ias able to gain a clearer

picture of each individual's situation, background, personality,

sensitivities and coping mechanisms. In addition, there was the

opportunity to establish rapport and familiarize each member to

the techniques of reminiscence.

To each prospective member, the student expressed interest

in learning more of their history and emphasized the belief that

being with others would be a pleasant and stimulating experience.

Each individual was informed of others invited to join the group

in order that they be free to make their own decision about

attending. The term "get-together" was used in place of session

or meeting because it was a more familiar and l-ess intimidating

term to them. Potential members appeared more willing to attend

the group regularÌy and complete the inventories based on

assurances they were making a short term commitment (of six

weeks) as opposed to an indefinite one (Osborn' 1989).

The action taken in preparation for group reminiscence

underscores the importance that individuals must be willing

subjects, not perceiving themselves as objects of an experiment.

"Programs of this nature are important precisely because they

accord the elderly the respect that is their due" (Becker, êt

âf., I976; p. 99).
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Presentinq Technigues of Reminiscence

ft was useful to make a brief presentation of reminiscence

theory to each prospective member, tied closely to exampJ-es from

the patient's presentations of their situation and problems. The

student believed the objectives and goals of reminiscence clearly

allowed individuals to take their own initiative in joining or

rejecting the activity. Despite careful preparation, a number of

patient.s developed misgivings and withdrew from further

consideration in group membership. In those instances, the

reasons for withdrawal- inc.l-uded reluctance to review personal and

private social information, Iack of interestr or high anxiety and

discomfort created by involvement in group activities.

Establishinq Ground Rules

During the preparatory stage, it was also useful to discuss

basic ground rules and elicit agreement from all participants.

As confidentÍaIity presented potential problems in the group

setting, the student approached this issue directly, requesting

that each member agree to respect the other mem-ber's rights to

privacy. The second ground rule focused on the notion of "going

aroundr " meaning that the group agreed to structure its' time in

such a \¡ray that each member would have an opportunity to speak in

relation to the topic (HoIIon & Shaw, cited in Beck, êt â1.,

1979). This procedure served to prevent the fl-ow of discussion

from becoming too diffused, while also ensuring that no members
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participation was described

the group but also listening

AS

to

not only

others.

Sequence of Procedures

The reminiscence groups started on

Table II: Group One a ; GrouP r*o b-

session, it r^ras generaJ-ly desirable to set a flexibl-e agenda

which al-Iowed the members and student to target specific themes

for reminiscence. The student prepared each session by referring

to C. Sheridan's book Uncovering a Lifetime of Memories (1991)

for specific topics and techniques that would stimulate the

process of reminiscing.

The student would introduce each topic, then continue to

complete the agenda, and return to the original topic later'

rather than risk dwelling too long on any specific subject. This

structured, supportive approach to promote free-flowing

reminiscing served as a precaution against the negative effects

created by unfocused time. Using this approach, the student

routinely opened the discussion with a statement or question such

as "what do you remember of ?" In turn, members $rere

encouragied to talk about whatever cane to mind and an attempt was

made to include each member in the group discussion. Far from

inhibiting spontaneity during the sessions, âD agreed-upon agenda

served to facilitate preparation and involvement on the part of

aIl- members. In addition, some forms of memorabil-ia which were

of general, raLher than specif ic, relevance to members \^rere also

the schedule as shol^rn in

At the beginning of each
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used to stimul-ate conversation about the past. However, the

student relied more heavily on the abilities of the members to

freely recal-l- and share their memories. As the ma jority of

members were not cognitively impaired, this meant that many of

them did not. require prompting, but those that did were assisted

as much as possible.
'i. '"

Àssessinq Expectations and Reactions to Sessions, Combined With
Individual VJork

The student found it useful to ask each member what they

expected the group experience to be l-ike and what they expected

woul-d happen in subsequent sessions. The answers to these

questions provided useful- indicators of expectations and al-erted

the student to patient's expectations that many not have been met

during the typical course of group reminiscence. It also offered

the opportunity to discuss, negotiate and set subsequent agendas.

The members came j-nto the group with at least some notion of how

they would fare, how the group would J-ikely progress, and what to

expect in terms of the agenda.

Individual time hras found to be necessary between group

sessions for other reasons as well. For example, some members

appeared to require additional focus as provided by one-to-one

contact; others periodically required the kind of support and

interaction characteristic of the dyadic rel-ationship; and others

I^¡ere simply reluctant to share sensitive material in the group

setting and requested periodic visits from the student.
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teadership Style and RoIe

The literature warns that those working with the

institutionalized elderly often reinforce an unnecessarily

dependent role for them (Burnside, 1984; Ebersole & Hess, L98Li

Osborn, L989). "The amount of control- and direction exercised by

the facilitator is dependent on the characteristics of the group

members and on the purposes of the reminiscence, but a dominating

Ieadership role is not justified" (Osborn, 1989t p. 10). It is

explicit in the reminiscence literature that the student not

function as a professional therapist (Butler ' 1963¡ Lewis &

Butler, I974i Pincus, i-970). Furthermore, it is recommended the

student listen sympathetically, question, but not react (Becker'

et aI., 1984). Relating these reconmendations to the

hospitalízed elderly, the student encouraged members to speak

during sessions, promoted rel-atedness and interaction among them,

was sensitive to non-verbal communication, listened and was

sincerely curious about past experiencesr accepted each

individual-'s memories at face value without being judgmental, was

wilting to share one's own experiences, used touch when

appropriate, and took care not to encourage dependence (Osborn,

le8e ) .

Managing several patients at a time required that particular

attention to detail be paid. It was especially important that

the student not allow members to get "Iost" in group; that each

member be given the chance to interact (HoJ-Ion & Shaw, cited in

Beck, et al., 1979). To ensure everyone felt included in their
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group, the student would alter the seating arrangement during

each session in order to sit closer to those who needed

additional- encouragement or attention. Non-verbal means of

incl-usion included making eye contact, smiling, touching hands,

or putting an arm around a member's shoulder (Burnside, 1984).

The student also made efforts to create an atmosphere of

trust within _the groups in leading them to satisfactory

conclusions. Ongoing review of medical charts and consul-tations

with nursing and other related staff, prior to sessions, alerted

the student to any potential or real difficulties amongst members

such as unstable or fluctuating medical conditions, behavioral

concerns, etc.

Practical Tasks

As in any group ínteraction with the elderly, considerable

activity and structuring on the part of the student was required,

not the least of which vrere the practical tasks related to

transporting members to and from sessions, preparing the meeting

room, setting the audiotape equipment and so on. To ensure

attendance, a personal- visit by the student to group members was

necessary at least one hour prior to each session. This reminder

all-owed ample time f or members to att.end to personal needs, thus

keeping interruptions to a minimum once the group gathered

together. In addition, written notices were regularly circuJ-ated

to nursing units reminding staff of the group's schedule and

meeting place. The main point vlas to allow for extra time to get

things going.
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Audiotapinq of Reminiscence Sessions

To enabl-e the student to both run and evaluate the groupsr

the contents of discussion from each reminiscence session v¡ere

audiotaped. At first, the presence of the tape recorder prompted

the usual questions among members. . . "Who will hear these

tapes? ", "What - wilt happen to the tapes after you and your

instructors .l-isten to them? ", and "WilI anyone else have access

to Lhem? " . There \ÁIere also several conments directed such as

"Let's remember to speak up!", "Is the machine on and working?",

and "Let's make sure we don't say anything that will- embarrass

us " . These comments ref lected member's a\^rareness and sensitivity

to the presence of the tape recorder during the initial stages of

each session. It was evident that some members were working very

seriously in recalling detailed memories in order to impress the

student and anyone who would have access to the tapes. Howevert

once the group progressed and members were reminded of the

purposes for taping, evidence of it's effects appeared minimal-.

Overal-I, members became less threatened by the presence of the

tape recorder and at times even seemed to enjoy the experience.

Be Willinq To Take What Comes

The diversity of the hospitalized elderly comprising the

reminiscence groups made each member very unique. As expected'

some members participated more fully than others. Some topics

hrere more popuJ-ar than others. Finallyr some sessions were
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simpÌy more spontaneous and exciting than others. To best

describe t.he group process, observations of each session are

highlighted in the following section.

Observations of Group Reminiscence

Group One (December 5, 1990 - January 25' 1991)

Session One

The initial session r,,tas attended by eight members, aII

female. The group v/as arranged in a close circle around a table,

wheel-chairs interspersed with regular chairs, and with the most

anxious members seated in close proximity to the student. This

seatíng pattern would remain consistent throughout aII sessions.

The tape recorder was located on the table in view of all

participants. An expression of gratitude to members for

participating was an important detail at the beginning of each

session, because its' no small thing for these índividuals to do

what another asks, given their poor health status and treatment

regiments whil-e in hospital.

At the beginning, the student reviewed the objectives of the

group and t.he concept of reminiscence. AII members \4rere polite

and attentive to the student's directions. The "around-the-

table" introduction of members that followed involved sharing of

relevant ident.ifying information such as â9ê, birthplace' marital

status, number of children, past employment, and a brief

description of present circumstances. Upon completion of the
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introductions, the student invited the group to share memories of

their Earl-iest Familv Home.

Members recall-ed their respective homes in very sharp and

vivid detail-. For example, (EP) described the exact location of

the loghouse cabin in which she was born; insulated by moss and

heated by a woodburning stove. (KM) described the small tar-

paper shack in which she lived with her parents, grandparents and

siblings. (HT) fondly recalled her grandmother's loghouse

located on Redwood Avenue in which she was raised after the death

of her mother. She proudly described her northend upbringing'

(EC) shared her memories of living in a stonehouse in Dundee'

Scotl-and while (EM) described the years of growing up on her

parent's farmstead in LaSalIe, Manitoba. (OF)' (AD)' and (NW)

offered descriptions of the homes they left behind once

hospitalized. Their conversations were marked with expressions

of sadness related to losses of familiar objects and

surroundings. The student validated each member's recollections

of their homes as interesting and educational.

On the whole, members were very cautious and reserved during

the course of the initial session, speaking only when questions

hrere directed towards them by the student. Members appeared to

show no interest in one another. The presence of the tape

recorder and "newness" of the group experience increased anxiety

levels in all- members. In efforts to maintain some degree of

control- in meeting the session objectives and agenda, the

student's anxiety level was equally high. The student viewed

this as not unusual for a first session and was encouraged to
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hear members comment t.hey would meet again the following week.

At the conclusion of the session, members were given the

opportunity to continue socializing with one another "off-tape".

The fol-Iowing day, members r¡rere intervj-ewed on an individual

basis to elicit their initial- reaction to the group. Given the

opportunity, (AD) and (BItI) withdrew from further involvement,

citing their discomfort in group activities. The remaining six

members were encouraged to attend Session #2 and oriented to the

next topic.

Session Two

The returning six members were welcomed and introduced to

the hospital volunteer whose role would be to assist them with

transportation to and from future sessions. They r^rere al-so

informed of those individuals not returning to group and oriented

to t.he upcoming agenda. On the whole, members were positive in

their review of the first session and appeared eager to proceed

with reminiscing about Familv and Friends.

Although members continued to address the majority of

contributions to the student, there was some evidence of peer

interaction amongst various members when recalling memories of

parents. The content of the reminiscences !,rere highlighted by

parent's place of origin, occupations, and positive attributes.

For example:

(EP) "...My father had arrived from London, England
and met mother in Ontario while they were both
working on the rail-road. l4y mother gave birth to
seven children. I remember my parents as very
Ioving and family-oriented. "
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(HT) ". . .My father was born in Hamil-ton. He married
my mother white she was visiting from the United
States. He was a teacher by trade, but also
worked on the railroad as a mailcl-erk. I
remember my father as being a very fair and
honest man. Unfortunately, I don't remember much
of my mother because she died when I was only
seven years old! "

(OF) "...My father was an engineer. He loved his work
and was very punctual. He also volunteered much
of his time to the upkeep of our foéáf Church.
He was a Methodist and very devout. My mother
died too, when I was only a year old. "

(ìW) "...1{y father v¡as a trumpeter for the King and
Queen of Eng1and. He was a very talented and
kindhearted man. My mother was also very kind
and caring. She looked after me because I was
born practical-ly b1ind. Oh, she was one of a
kindt "

(EM) "...My father farmed and operated a delivery
stable in Ontario and later in North Dakota. He
was a very hard working indivídual who found work
everlrwhere he looked. He always made sure his
wife and ten children were clothed and well fed. "

The discussion turned to other significant family members

such as-_ siblings. The exchange of stories among members was

lively, humorous and exciting. (NVf) recal-led how much fun she

had while tobogganing alongside the Redwood Bridge with her

brother Ted. (HT) and (EI4) joined in by describing their ohrn

tobogganing adventures with siblings and friends. (OF) followed

by highlighting various pranks she had played with her five

brothers and four sisters. This inspired (EP) to share her

experiences of growing up with a twin sister and how this

provided opportunities for many interesting and mischievous

times.
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Spouses and siblings were associated with providing the most

support and encouragement to members throughout the years.

Overall, the majority of memories of parents, family and friends

vrere positive.

The group terminated at this point and members r^rere given

the opportunity to unwind "off-tape" prior to returning to their

respective ward.s. Once again, members \^/ere approached

individually following the session to assess reactions to the

session. On the whole, all members expressed a desire to attend

Session #3 ..r¿ t"*inisce about Christmases Past.

Session Three

This session was delayed due to the late arrival of a number

of members. In that time, the student prepared the meeting room

in a Christmas theme. Five members attended with one member (HT)

absent due to problems related to diarrhea. The student reviewed

the previous session, acknowledging the interesting stories that

were shared of family and friends. In keeping with the Christmas

atmosphere, the topic for Session #3 was introduced as Memories

of Christmases Past. Reminiscences r^¡ere stimul-ated by background

Christmas music being played on the phonograph.

Each member described their early Christmas traditions,

incJ-uding family dinners, church services and carolling. The

dinners \^¡ere described in particular detail. For example, (KM)

recalled cooking the fourteen Ukrainian dishes. (EP), (M) . and

(EC) described how much they enjoyed the various holiday'puddings
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and cakes. (OF) shared her memories of celebrating Christmas in

England as a child, hanging stockings filled with an assortment

of nuts, fruits and candies, and sitting over a dinner of goose

and chicken. Finally (EM) shared her story of operating a

nursing home and cooking a "huge feast with aÌl the fixings" for

family and residents. Members al-so shared their memories of

carolling and traveJ-ling the countryside during winters in

horsedrawn buggies, sleighs and oxen-drawn v¡agons.

It must be noted that overall- group performance was affected

by the extremely warm room temperature. Efforts to alleviate

this problem by opening the door to allow for cooler air

circulation resulted in excessive hallway noises and dist.ractions

by staff and other passerbys. Neverthelessr âs the session

neared termination, members accepted the student's invitation to

stay for refreshments and continue listening to recordings of

Christmas music. It was obvious members were becoming much more

comfortable and secure in the group and enjoyed the additional

time spent together. Members decided to postpone Session #4 to

January 3 in order to accommodate the Christmas and New Year

holiday season, but agreed to complete the inventoríes that same

week.

Session Four

A review of member's status

l-ast session \^ras undertaken, with

effects of the nurse's strike. As

and other developments since

particular emphasis on the

a result of the strike, two
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members (EFI) and (EC) vrere temporarily discharged from hospital.

This altered group composition and size to only four individuals.

The remaining members shared their ov¡n personal dramas and

difficul-ties of being relocated to other wards. During this

exchange of information, members reassured and comforted one

another and expressed optimism the strike would come to an end.

Despite the difficulties, the remaining members expressed a

desire to continue with the group process. Given this consensus,

the student took the initiative to introduce the topic for

reminiscing: Technoloqical Chanqes in Your Lifetime-

First Experiences with the Automobile

This theme stimulated the following discussion:

(EP) described her father's Ford Model T that was run by four

coils attached to spark plugs with a crank starter. "I

remember having to heat the coils and crank the engine. It

was fun because once we got the car started, the whole

family would go out for drives together. "

(KM) reminisced about her brother Joseph driving over in his old

Chevy and taking the entire family out on weekend drives in

the countryside. She proudly recalled how her uncle taught

her, at the age of 12 years, to drive his pick up truck in

the fields outside East Sel-kirk.

(ET) stated how every Sunday her family would "Ioad up" in her

grandfather's Overland and drive to picnics near Stoney

Mountain. She laughed when recal-ling the times they had to

push the car when it wouldn't start.
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(OF) described her father's old Ford "which was big enough to

carry the whol_e family from place to place. " she also

recalled her driving lessons in the open farm fields near

Headingly. "It was safe for me because there was

absoluteJ-y nothing in sight to hit ! "

Entertainment Medium

lulembers also described their earl-iest memories of the radio

and gramophone. (KM), (HT) and (EP) recalled the original serial

programs on the radio such as "IvIa Perkins". As (HT) explained,

"No matter what everyone \^ras doing, everything stopped for Ma

Perkins ! " Members attempted to recall other popular comedy and

musical programs of earlier years. Failing to do sor they

reflected on times when famíly, friends, and neighbors would get

together and be entertained by the music of the accordion and

violin.

Household Àppliances and Other Advancements

Other reminiscences focussed on the inconveniences of

outhouses as opposed to the present J-uxury of indoor plumbing and

fixtures. (HT), (OF) and (EP) referred to common problems

encountered in using outhouses such as cold weather and intrusion

of snakes and chickens. The mention of animal-s sidetracked the

focus of members from the main topic to that of recalling stories

of favorite pets. For example, (OF) proudly remembered how the
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family dog would sense when her husband was returning home and

would meet him at the crossroads daiJ-y. (KM) al-so described the

devotion of her dogs to particuì-ar family members. She sadly

recal-l-ed the time her parents could no longer care for their dog.

She was given to neighbors and shortly thereafter passed away.

(HT) commented "my husband and I would always take in strays. At

one point, we had five dogs. My favorite one was named Shoo-Shoo

and when she passed away, I could no longer have another take her

place. " Her f acial- expression and l-ow voice tone ref lected her

grief and sadness. The student took the opportunity to validate

those members whose pet stories aroused their emotions to such a

degree. He expressed gratitude in members being able to share

these intimate and sentimental memories with others.

The final part of the session was devoted to completing the

original agenda related to technological advances. (HT)

marvelled at how airplanes travel as they do and recal-l-ed

witnessing massive Armed Force's Iow-flying water-bombers in

training. (KM) described her work in a Detroit assembly plant

manufacturing parts for warplanes. She proudly recalled hoh¡ she

would use a rivet gun to connect the various parts. (HT) added

that her two cousins also worked in similar positions with the

Canadian Armed Forces. AIÌ members shared their work-related

experiences and, in turn, were val-idated for their various

contributions to household and family, employment, volunteer and

rn¡ar service.

As two members had expressed a desire to attend other

planned activities, the session came to an end. The topic for
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Session #5 Favorite

members were invited
particular interests.

Hobbies and Activities, was introduced and

to bring in any items reflecting their

Session Five

The session coincided with week #2 of the nurse's strike

that continued to effect group composition. Only four members

\^rere in attendance. The student welcomed members and reviewed

their status from last session. As there was no change(s) in

each member's situation, the topic Favorite Hobbies and

Àctivities was introduced.

A Singer model threadable sewing machine and circulation of

an original Eaton's catalogue depicting clothing fashions of the

1930's r¡rere used as stimulants for reminiscing. These stimulants

generated comparisons between the quality of various hand ser¡rn

items as opposed to present machine-sewn articles. (KM) and (HT)

rêminisced about the elaborate embroidery and knitting performed

by their grandmothers and mothers. (KM) concluded that knitting

was a way of life for women and many items were handed down from

generation to generation. She proudly displayed various items

she had knitted whil-e in hospital and also shared her experiences

while sewing clothing and blankets for the Red Cross during the

wartime years. (EP) and (HT) responded with regret and sadness

in not being able to knit due to deteriorating eyesight and

arthritis. These comments vlere greeted with empat.hy and

understanding by the other group members.
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The proceeding conversation focussed on leisure and domestic

activities . Vùhen time a\^/ay from chores would allow, ( OF )

described the fun she had sleighing and tobogganing in the winter

and playing rugby during the summer. (HT) responded... "I also

played a game or two of rugby, but I found it much to rough and

quit. I preferred tobogganing with friends down the Red River. "

(KM) agreed..."I too enjoyed tobogganing along Cook's Creek. Oh'

to be young againt "

The conversation turned to a description of activities of a

more serious nature. All members ".*-th"mselves, first and

foremostr âs having been full-time housewives, mothers, and

caregivers. Efforts to love, nurture and protect family was the

most cornmon theme. Given the opportunity, the student validated

their Iifelong commitment and loyaJ-ty to family as very special

and meaningful. Members agreed to terminate at this point.

Session Six

The final session coincided with week #3 of the nurse ' s

strike. Two members (HT) and (EP) announced to the group their

plans to move from hospital to nursing home later that same day.

Additional- time h¡as devoted to addressing questions about the

move to nursing homes as all members appeared caught up in the

excitement of the news. The student turned the group's attention

to the agenda at hand. Members were asked to respond to

questions that \^rere submitted to them in advance, focusing on the

topic Life in the Present - Sharinq Experiences of a Lifetime.

The responses to these questions were as foll-ows:
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- What. do you miss mosL in your life?

(KM) and (EP) referred to giving up their homes as their

greatest personal loss; including the privacY, independence and

control- that accompanied community living. (HT) and (OF)

acknowl-edged the loss of spouses and the lonel-iness that followed

as the most significant in their lives.

- How do you feel about your present situation?

Responses ill-ustrated a common degree of acceptance and

tolerance towards hospitalization. As (HT) remarked, "It's only

human nature to feel- sad and all alone at times like this, but we

have to be strong and make the best of a bad situation. The

nurses are very nice and helpful! " All members supported claims

that hospital staff v¡ere helpful and supportive, but admitted the

hospital coul-d never take the place of home. (HT) added "I
sometimes get the feeling I've been cheated by my family and

others. I guess I have to accept this (referring to

hospitaJ-ization) and everything else that might come my way. I

have no choicet "

- All of you hawe lived long and productive lives. f f there r,ùas
anything you couJ-d teII me to make me wiser, what would it be?

The majority of responses focussed on the importance of

maintaining positive relationships with family and friends. For

example (EP) suggested that being married, raising children and

helping the l-ess fortunate served as the most meaningful purposes

in anyone's life. (HT) agreed that having children is important,
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but stressed that being an attentive and

equally important.

responsible parent \¡¡as

- What did you like most about the group?

l"lember's comments ref lected their enjoyment in meeting

others and sharing memories of special life events. (KM) and

(EP) stated the sessions provided them with an activity to look

forward to every week, and the opportunity to become more

acquainted with the student and other members.

- Would you recommend this program to others?

AIl respondents answered yes to this question. At the same

time, (OF) and (EP) shared their regrets the group was

terminating and requested the student keep in touch with them in

future. (KM) also extended j-nvitations for all members to visit

her once she moves to Betel Home in Selkirk, Manitoba.

' In conclusion, the agenda of the final session concentrated

on satisfactory termination with reference to each member's

impressions and reactions towards the overall group process. The

discussion had focussed on what had been gained from the sessions

by the members and student alike. Comments reflected the

positive and negative aspects and the emotions that accompanied

termination. Finally, the session al-Iowed members to ventil-ate

their anxieties in the face of present circumstances and express

hope for the future. They comforted and reassured one another in

ways that coul-d not be offered outside a structured group

set.ting.
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Group Two (Àpril 10 - Mav 2' 1991ì

Session One

The first sessÍon was attended by seven members (five femal-e

and two male). The group was arranged in a close circle around a

table with wheelchairs interspersed with reguÌar chairs. The

most physically vulnerable members were seated closest to the

student in the event of any problems. The tape recorder l¡¡as

l-ocated on the table in view of all participants.

The student began the session with an overview of the

objectives of the group, the technique of reminiscence, and the

upcoming agenda. This was followed by an "around-the-tab1e"

introduction of members to one another. During the course of the

introductions, it became quite evident a number of members were

Ínappropriate for group membership based on physicaJ- frailty and

mental disorientation, which was not evident during the

prescreening process. For example, (IÌ1) was unable to tolerate

sitting in a wheelchair for any length of time and consequently

was unable to stay focussed on the agenda. (MS) showed a

willingness to participate, but his grasp of the English language

was much more ]imited than originally assessed. (EC¡* v¡as

pleasantly disoriented and monopolized group time with irrelevant

* Distinguishes between two members with the same initials.
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conversation. (MP) was simply disruptive to other members by her

negative behavior and was promptly excused from the group.

The remaining members were visibly annoyed by the various

disruptions in and around the group. Nevertheless, the student

attempted to proceed with the agenda and encouraged members to

disclose information about their present situations while in

hospital. The majority of conversation centered around member's

physical limitations and medical complications. In light of the

negative j-nfluences of (EC)*, (IÞ1), (MP) and (MS), there emerged

no spontaneous flow of conversation between members resulting - in

the group terminating after 30 minutes.

At the conclusion of the session, members $¡ere interviewed

separately to determine initial responses to the session.

Members (Æ), (EL) and (EC) admitted feeling uncomfortable in the

presence of others with increased physical and mental problems.

Although sympathetic towards their plight, these members

expressed reservations about returning to group if no changes to

membership were undertaken. As a result, (MS)' (IM)' (EC)* and

(MP) were reassessed as not meeting eligibility criteria for

membership and released from their originaÌ agreements. In their

place, two new members (AG) and (l{!{) hrere screened and invited to

participate in the following session. In preparation for session

#2, aII members were oriented to the next topic for reminiscence.
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Session Two

This session was attended by five members ( four female and

one male). The initial part of the session was devoted to

welcoming and introducing nernt and returning members to one

another and clarifying the group's objectives and agenda.

FoIlowing this task, the student introduced the topic for

reminiscing: Uemories of First Home and Mother's Cookinq and

Bakinq. A combination of the student's high anxiety l-evel and
-need to meet the session objectives was reflected in the amount

of direct questioning of members on his part. As a result,

members addressed the majority of contributions to the student

with very minimal interaction amongst themselves. They were also

very conscious about being taped and appeared cautious in

divulging too much personal information. Nevertheless, the

majority of reminiscences were positive as highlighted in the

following:

' Members began reminiscing about their family homes and the

towns in which they vrere born and raised. (AL) and (EC) shared

their memories of farmsteading and gardening in Scotland and

l"lanitoba respectively and compared the advantages of country life

to that of the city. This lead to a spirited discussion of

various fresh food produce, foodstuffs, and baking products.

(AG) contributed to the discussion by sharing his culinary

experiences of deer, rabbit, duck, skunk and porcupine meat.

The final- part of the session was spent disclosing personal

information about grandparents, parents and children. " However,
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as energy levels brere wavering amortg participanLs, the student

suggested returning to the topic of family and friends at the

next session and proposed termination.

While members were being treated to post-meeting refresh-

ments, (AG) took the opportunity "off-tape" to share his

experiences in the military. It was hoped additional social time

amongst members would assist in enhancing group deveJ-opment.

Session Three

Five participants vrere identified as core members of the

closed group. Unfortunately, (Af) and (EL) paid their regrets

due to il-lnesses related to diarrhea. In keeping with the

schedule, the session vras not postponed. The remaining three

members were asked to reflect on their memories of Family and

Siqnificant Others (including favorite pets). The presence of

the tape recorder appeared to have minimal significance at this

point.

As the number of participants vrere small, the student took

on a more active role and also disclosed many memories related to

the topic at hand. There hras a very spontaneous exchange of

reminiscences among the group. The level- of interest and emotion

among all members !,¡as at an all time high. For example, (NW)

recalled that whil-e her mother worked in a bakery, she and her

brother Ted would look after each other. She added that her

brother continues to look after her needs to this very day. (AG)

proudly described his father's war service record, and elaborated
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on his o$rn education and employment history. He made particular

reference to his graduation from the University of Chicago with a

Degree in Physical Education and years of work as Health Director

of the Y.M.C.A. (¡{w) also described her emplol.ment background,

but admitted the opportunities were very limited due to poor

vision. Neverthel-ess, she shared her enjoyment in training

various animal-s such as seeÍng eye dogs.

The reference to dogs stimulated reminiscences of favorite

and unusual pet stories. Members shared sorrovir over the loss of

their loyal and obedient pets and, to a greater extent, the loss

of other sígnificant social relationships. Given the

opportunity, the student validated the positive aspects of each

member's past relationships and reinforced the normalcy of their

grief reactions. On a positive note, members also expressed hope

for developing new relationships in the future.

The session terminated at this stage and members accepted an

invitation to remain for refreshments.

Session Four

This session was attended by all- five participants. The

initial part of the meeting was dedicated to reacquainting

individuals to one another and reviewing their status; keeping in
mind three members b¡ere absent at the previous session. Members

shared their recent episodes of ilt health with (AL) announcing

the possibility of further orthopedic surgery. The group

responded with understanding, encouragement and support.'
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Following this exchange, the student set forth the agenda

and introduced the topic for reminiscence: TechnoloqícaI

Advances In Your tifetime. The content of reminiscences were

very disjointed and less than spontaneous. lutembers appeared very

scattered in their recalÌ of certain themes related to the motor

vehicl-e, electricity and sewing machine. (AG) recal-Ied his

father's 1919 Ford Model T; (lüW) described her first airplane

trip to Oregon; (At) and (EL) recalled their first Singer sewing

machines, phonographs and tel-evision sets .

Members changed the focus of reminiscing from technological

advances to more memorable family events such as weddingsr (EL)

outdoor weddings (EC), military weddings (AG), and 60th wedding

annj-versaries (AI, ). Conversation of weddings reminded some

members of other social events such as ballroom dancing, barnyard

dances, etc. (AL) expressed sadness in not being able to

socialize as before due to old age and poor health. (AG) and

(EL) also shared regrets in losing their independence and

referred to the various hardships of hospitalization such as l-ack

of privacy, no sleep, highly regimented schedules, etc. This

discussion reinforced the commonality of circumstances and lead

to expressions of support among participants. Finally, as this

vras the midpoint stage of the intervention, administration of

inventories (T2) foltowed the session.
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Session Five

In preparation for this particular session, the five members

had agreed in advance to reminisce about their favorite l-eisure

activities. The session began with a review of each member's

status. Comments related to poor health and ongoing problems

with hospital routine dominated the conversation and were greeted

with empathy and understanding. The group supported (EC)'s

comments that "our health fluctuates as often as the weather! "

The ma jority of discussion r^ras between members with less

attention directed towards the student. This i-nteraction offered

further evidence that the group had reached a very cohesive stage

in its' developmental process.

As the student allowed members greater fl-exibility and

control, the reminiscing did not follow along the lines of the

proposed agenda. Rather, (AG) , (t{W) and (EL) began to reminisce

about their early school- years and compared the quality of past

education, with present educational standards and costs.

Reference to monetary concerns motivated (AG), (AL) and (EC) to

turn their attention to discussing costs related to personal care

home placement. None could ever have imagined spending their

l-ater years and resources in hospital- rather than in their ohrn

homes. (AG) nostalgically recal-Ied the years of enjoyment living

in his home located on riverfront property aJ-ong the Assiniboine

River. (AI,) also shared the advantages of life on their farm.

Her references to gardening, hunting and fishing aroused members

to compare favorite meals and recipes comprising of rabbit, fish,
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turkey and even horsemeat. Among their favorite ethnic foods

were Chinese and Ukrainian. Returning to their present

circumstances, aII members expressed disappointment in the

qual-ity of hospitaÌ food. (Af ) concluded, "nothing can ever beat

our home cooking! "

The final part of the session was devoted to the popular

subject of favorite pet,s which proved, once again, to be the most

stimulating and emotionally-charged theme for members. (AG)

described the peculiar habits of his St. Bernard, cockerspaniel

and welsh terrier. (Æ), (lW) , (Et) and (EC), in turn, shared

memories of their favorite cats.

At time of termination, the student thanked members for

their contributions. The group was al-so reminded of the proposed

agenda for the final session and were invited to stay and

socialize "off-tape". (EC), (At) and (EL) elected to stay and

were overheard comparing their Easter holiday plans. The post

"get-together" had become established as an integral part of each

session and members appeared to enjoy this extra time together.

Session Six - Termination

Four of the original five members hTere in attendance. (AI,)

hras discharged from hospital two days earlier. A review of each

member's status lvas undertaken and no apparent changes \^¡ere

indicated. As to decrease the feelings of uncertainty and

anxiety towards termination, members were oriented in advance to

the topic entitl-ed: Sharing Experiences of a tifetime. They
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\^rere provided r¡/ith a series of questions that would (a) serve as

a "springboard" for discussion, (b) establish ego-integrity and

(c) highJ_ight impressions about participation in group

reminiscence.

fùhat do you miss most in life?

(l{W) ... "f miss my brother and the times we shared
growing up together on the farm. Those v¡ere the
happiest timest "

(AG) ... "f miss most my ability to be active and
independent. I realJ-y regret missing the
opportunity to participate in the Olympic Games
as a result of the War. "

(EC)

(EL)

What do you

( r{w)

( EL)

(AG )

... "I miss my health and the company of family
and close friends. Come to think of it, I al-so
miss the old times it was a different time that
offered us a simple way of lifet "

... "I miss everything outside this hospital,
especially the fresh air! I miss the freedom to
do the things I used to do without having to
report to doctors, nurses and others. "

hope for in the future?

... "I keep hoping my brother will change his mind
and al-l-ohr me to live with him, rather than stay
in hospital much longer. "

. . . "l{y onì-y hope is for my health to improve so I
don't have to be a burden on others."

... "I would like to leave this hospital soon and
have one last opportunity to travel to places
I've never seen. That would be nicet"

. . . "So much has changed in my l-ifetime that I am
almost afraid to hope for anything else. I am
not even sure of what awaits me tomorrow or where
I will bel Ït's all in God's hands. "

(EC)

Yùhat can you teII me to make me a better person in my own
Iife?

(ìwf) ... "Damned if f know, maybe stop smokingt "

(EL) ... "I am grateful for your time and efforts in
helping us in our difficult situations. Continue
with what you are doing to help us and others. "
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(EC) ... "I encourage you to pursue a stable and
hea-ì-thy lif estyJ-e and avoid making too many
drastic changes in your life. Also' never lose
sight of the importance of a close famÍIy.
Remain close and they wifl always be there for
yout "

(AG )
of
and

"It is important for you to travel and learn
other places. A good education never hurts
wilI bring you weal-th and opportunity. "

(Ec) ... "Money is not that terribly important. As
long as you have your health, everything else
wil-l f all into place. "

. . . "Let's not forget education. That is one
thing I regret missing out on due to my poor
heal-th as a child. "

(¡w)

(EL) ...Many younger people, like my grandchildren,
are spoiled and take everything for granted!
They have everything and always expect more.
I'11 tel-I you something, it was much more
difficult growing up during our time than you
could ever imagine. My advice would be to never
take anything for grantedt "

Overa1l, the group emphasized the importance of family' good

health, honesty and hard work, and the pursuit of education and

tr:aveI. This positive exchange of information (from members to

the student) served to bolster each member's self-esteem and

validate them as unique and worthy individuals.

The final part of the session was devoted to assessing each

participant's reactions to the group process. The responses to

the following questions refl-ected the positive infl-uence the

group had on each member:

What did you like most about the qroup and what were your
faworite topics for reminiscence?

(AG) ... "I can honestly say
and topics equally.
interesting. It sure
room downstairs. "

I enjoyed all- the sessions
They were all very

beats sitting alone in my
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( Nw) ... "I have no complaints. I enjoyed meeting with
you aIl. I particularly enjoyed the refreshments
and the chance to do something different. "

(EL) ... "This group gave me something to l-ook forward
to from week to week. I also enjoyed the
refreshments and your efforts to make us all feel
welcome and comfortable. Everything was fine. "

(EC) ..."Even though I didn't tal-k mucht I stil-Ì
enjoyed listening to the others.. Thejr stories
made-me think of pleasant times too. 'i thank you
for inviting me to the group because it gave me
the chance to meet others and get to know you a
little better. "

Follow-up appointments were set between members

in order to complete the final set of inventories.

concluded with members exchanging "farewells".

and

The

student

session

FoIlow-Up

Participants from each group had agreed to complete the

final- set of inventories within a one-week period of termination.

Based on the scores and comrnents generated from the G.D.S. t

P.A.S., and C.S.Q. respectively, it was apparent the overall

group experience lras positive and meaningful to the participants.

At the same time, the student and members r¡rere abl-e to begin

tying the group experiences together in order to begin the life

review process. The student's rol-e was to enhance this process

and make it more conscious, del-iberate and efficient. (Kibbee and

Lackey, L9B2) .
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Common Themes Emerqinq From The Reminiscence Groups

Despite the variety of individual differences in c1ass,

education and cultural- background, the participants interviewed

expressed common themes of reminiscence. While they reminisced

about the positive events of their past l-ives, strong concerns

about the present kept surfacing as well. All of them were

trying to cope with hospitalization and deal with the fears and

uncertainties about the future. Many of the themes are closely

associated with those described by Becker, Blumenfield and Gordon

(1984) in Voices From the Eiqhties and Beyond:

Parents and Siblinqs Are Central Fiqures in Reminiscence

The participants made repeated reference to their ties to

significant past relationships and to the affectionate aspects of

those rel-ationships. For example, parents, spouses and síblings

were recalled very vividly. Participants described the type of

people they were and the positive influence they had on their

own lives. I,Iost importantly, they shared with others that family

did more than just raise them; they also loved, educated and

protected them. Meaningful relationships with pets r^rere al-so

accorded the sarne emotional significance as were those of

parentaJ- and sibling figures. As one member (EC) so eloquently

expressed, "I treasure the memories of my past rel-ationships.

Thinking about them gives me'a sense of who I really amt "
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Childhood Scenes Àre Recalled Clearh¡

The recall of many childhood scenes are best described as

nourishing for the elderly (Becker, êt af., 1984). Similarly'

group participanLs appeared to savor the recollection of their

youth with interest and fondness. Without hesitation, they

describe their earliest family homes, farmsteads, schools,

neighborhoods and personal items of past significance. They

characterize these places and objects as representing a

different, yet simple time. Compared to the present, however,

they are wel-I aware of the significance and advantages of various

technological advances. As a result, they admit not wanting some

of the physical surroundings back again. What they do express

missing most from their childhood are the relationships with

family, friends and even pets. These were the people that knew

them (best) for who they really were. Sometimes their memories

of themselves are ref lected in such conìmon slogans aS: " I slas

afways a softie" (HT); "I always made the best of things" (EL) i

"If only you had known me then, You would understand... " (af);

and "They could tell you just what kind of a kid I was" (KM). At

times, even their reminiscences about special childhood events

have a stereotypical quality about them, refl-ecting the number of

times they must had been shared before. "In childhood they did

not wear the masks of age and illness which no!{r they feeJ-,

conceal their own unique identities." (Becker, êt aI., 1984; p.

e3 ) .
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The Need to Remember Beinq Loved and to Feel Lowed Today

Without exception, all the participants enjoyed reminiscj-ng

about instances when they were loved. Most talked nostalgically

of the love they felt from parents and the love they continue to

receive from others. They proudly recounL the occasions when

younger famÍIy members such as grandchildren, nephews and nieces

would visit or send holiday cards, greet.ings or gifts. Their

happiness is balanced with expressions of sorrobr for other

individual-s who never see a relative or friend while in hospital.

Therefore, any evidence of farnily connection and expression of

love is of utmost importance to them.

The Need for Admiration and Validation

Group members look back at the past for confirmation of

their worth in the face of deterj-orating heal-th and social

isolation. Simil-ar to Becker, at al., (1984), the student also

found "t\nro powerful, yet contradictory impulses" that motivated

the participants when they reminisced about their lives. On the

one handr some would al-most romanticize about themselves and

their past. As they reminisced, they were saying that they had

lived long and productive lives and made peace with many past

conflicts. The reminiscences would focus on particular events

that refl-ected a sense of pride, accomplishment and competency.

These events include employment, raising children, volunteer

service, and domestic or leisure activities. The other-reaction
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was to deprecate the past as v¡as evidenced during the pre-

screening process through comments such as: "Ivly past is not that

interesting", "My past is not reaJ-Iy worth talking about or

sharing with others", and "Who really cares about what happened

to me"? These particular individuals needed to be reassured that

"others" rnrere indeed interested in them. They, too, hrere J-ooking

for validation and confirmation of their val-ue.

Adaptinq to Hospital tife

The participants who were frequently depressed and upset

over frail health and the limitations imposed on them by

hospitalization, used the opportunities offered through

reminiscence to express their feelings and concerns. The

majority of individuals associated their negative state with

being l-ess active and more dependent on institutional care.

Expressions refl-ecting difficulties ín coping and adjusting to

hospital life \dere best highlighted in the following comments:

"... I can't get around as much as I used to; so when f am

sitting or lying here alone, I will often think about my life. I

could never have imagined being here (referring to hospital). I

assure you it is not a very happy endingt" (HT)"...I can't help

but think of what I had before and what I have no\^r. Look around

and tell me if I shouldn't be feeling lonely and depressed. How

can I feel differently when I'm sick and having to depend on

others for every little thing? I have no other choice but to

accept this situation, but this hospital is far from being a
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homet " (EC). Members talked with sorrow of the homes they left

behind at the time of entering the hospital. The home or

apartment wÍth its' many familiar objects became a metaphor of

whaL was rea1J-y lost to these ej-derly; that is freedom, privacy

and independence.

There is no question the participants had a need to share

their feel-ings about their losses and present circumstances.

Ivlore importantly, if current experiences vrere trivialized and

devalued, it essentially confirmed the elder's loss of self-

worth. Finally, those members who had very l-imited family and

social supports t oî had been unable to form personal

rel-ationships during the course of hospitalization, found the

reminiscing group supported them in social and emotional terms.

Copinq Y{ith toss of Health

Participants expressed a fear of further physical and mental

dejterioration and the risk of over-burdening caregivers if they

were to become totaÌIy dependent. The elderly coped in various

ways with these feelings of heJ-plessness and anxiety. I'lost tried

to protect themselves by separating physically and emotionally

f rom the other l-ess fortunate patients. This \¡ras particularly

evident in comments expressed by three members during Group Two's

introductory session: "I don't feel very comfortable mixing with

those other patients because they are much too sick" (EL) r "I

prefer to stay to myself when possible" (EC), and "Those poor

souls. I am so fortunate not to be tike them" (AL referring to

individuals with marked physical and/or mental deterioration).
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Others hTere making more deLiberate efforts to come to terms

with their own deteriorating health. Although negative about

their situation, they made efforts to engage with others in

various diversional activities, including reminiscing, in order

to maintain a small measure of control over their lives.

Search for Meg4i4q_Jn_I'ife

It was anticipated that those individuals who showed little

capacity to reminisce demonstrated a lack of ego-integrity

(Boytin, êt. aI , L976i Carlson, 1984). These r^¡ere the patients

who declined to participate in groups following the first

session. Their comments centered on feelings of bitterness and

regret. They were easily distracted by thoughts regarding their
physical ailments and surroundings. On the other hand, those

participating fully in group were able to accept their l-ives as

meaningful inspite of various past and present setbacks. They

collectively expressed a sense of pride (ego-integrity) in having

lived long and productive lives filled with numerous

challengês, changes and accomplishments. As (EM) shared "I
am not complaining, but times have certainly changed, some for
the better and some for the worst. Personally, I miss those

earlier years because they were a slower and somewhat kinder time

for me. Things are sure different today, but I am glad to have

been a part of all the changes. You learn alot, having lived as

long as I have! " Another participant (AG) affirmed his life had

been a good and satisfying one, but did not h¡ant to Iivê it all
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over again. "I have seen and been through alot in my own life;

the Depression, the Great War and so on. That was then and this

is no$/. We have to keep going on. .. "

Results (Chanqe in Dependent Variables)

Resul-ts from the Geriatric Depression and Personal

Adjustment Scal-es (TabJ-es 3 - 5) indicate that a decrease in

depression scores and increase in adjustment scores coincided

with participation in group reminiscence. Additional results

from the CIient Satisfaction Questionnaire, reflecting

participant's level of satisfaction with intervention, also

indicates generally high mean scores for Group One (25.5 ) and

Group Two (26.8 ) respectively (with individual mean scores

ranging from I to 32).
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Table 3

Change in Dependent Variables for Group One

G.D.S.

Subiect

(HT)

(EP)

(oF )

(KM)

(¡rw)a

(EC)A

(Hr)

(EP )

(oF )

( KM)

(lm)'
(EC)A

T1

(Nov. 29, 30)

1_1

I
10

10

10

l_ t_

1

2

1

1

B

1

T2

(Jan. 15)

I
4

6

B

T3

(Feb. 1-2l

4

3

4

3

10

L1

4

5

5

6

6

1

Difference
T1 - T3 (pl

-7

-5

-6

-7

0

0

= 6.25b

P.A. S.

3

3

2

4

mean (D)

+3

+3

+4

+5

-2

0

mean (D) = 3.75b

a

b

Absent in final
Mean score for 4

3 session due

subjects who

to nurse's strike
completed all- sessions
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Table 4

Change in Dependent Variables for GrouP Two

G. p.s.

Subiect

(Ec)

(r{w)

(AL )

(AG )

(EL)

(EC)

(ìw)

(Ar )

(AG )

( EL)

T3T2T1

7

I

I
3

9

P.À. S .

1

1

2

4

2

Difference
T1 - T3 (pì

-6

-5

-5

-5

-5

+3

+2

+3

+5

+2

11

10

9

7

11

0

1

1

0

1

5

5

4

2

6

3

3

4

5

3

mean (D) = 5.2

mean (D) = 3.0
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Table 5

Subjects In Group One Ànd Two
Dependent Variables

Showing fmprovement
Over Tirne.

On The

g/Lr : 828 9f tt = 82*
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Comments From Client Satisfaction Questionnaire

Additional comments generated from the Client Satisfaction

Questionnaire reflecting each participant's impressions of the

group experience included:

Group One

(KM) ... "The group provided me with a change from the
routine of this place" (referring to hospital
ward).
... "I always looked forward to coming to the group
and talking about what we did. "
... "I enjoyed the attention and interest shown in
me by the student. "
... "I usually left the group feeling good about
myself. "
... "It is unfortunate there weren't more people
participating in the group. "

(EP) ... "f enjoyed the opportunity to meet and
social-ize with others. "
... "The topics for reminiscence were always quite
interesting. "
... "I appreciate the student's efforts in making
me feel a part of the group. "

: ( Hr ) i#ir:3 j:ffion:;3iÎiscins about our homes '
... "The group provided me with the chance to meet
other people like me. "
... "f felt much more comfortable in the group once
I got to know everyone. "
... "I looked forward to the company of others;
plus the coffee and treats. "

(OF) ... "I enjoyed sharing memories of my childhood
with others. "
... "I enjoyed the extra treats being served at the
group. "
... "It was unfortunate (EM) could not attend the
Iast number of sessions. I missed hert"
(reference to member EM who was discharged from
hospital following 3rd session due to the nurse's
strike )
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Group Tero

(EL) ... "I enjoyed the time spent in group getting to
know others, the student and volunteer. "
... "I felt sorry at times that more people did not
attend. "

ä;l:"î"irli"3.;:,1:Y" been abre to share mv

... "Attending the group gave me something to do,
and a break from the monotony and boredom of my
day. "

(At) ... "I enjoyed being able to leave the ward in
order to attend our group meetings. "
... "I thank- the student for making me feel welcome
and part of the group. "

å;å;'^lï3 :3;""1#':Ïiålå":? 
meet other peopre and

... "It was nice to remember and share earlier
times. It made me feel goodt "

(EC) ... "I enjoyed the chance to better acquaint myself
with others and the student. "
... "I enjoyed being a part of the group although I
didn't aJ-ways contribute as I should have. "

ñ;å,';lt î låT:';"1:'::ff"1ï:;T3 :: T"å5"'to'n"
know everyone. "

(¡{W) ... "f enjoyed all the get-togethers. "
... "I liked talking to other people - it was a
pleasant atmosphere. "

iåå 
" 

ilo*å:, " ;T:il'il3o':"'??i, :;Tå'å"T3;r"l T i s

... "I would have enjoyed this even more if my
health would have allowed. "

(AG) ... "I enjoyed the opportunity to attend the group.

l:.Tft: iåiïåå åoåii""l;;:1.:"i"Ë'å"., ro me.,,
... "It was nice to become better acquainted with
other people in the hospital and be able to share
the better parts of our lives. "
..."I'm someh¡hat dísappointed at the few members
who did not share more than they did. It's a
shame because sometimes I fel-t I did aII the
talking. "
... "I welcomed your hospitality and enjoyed the
coffee and treats. "
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Chapter IV

Discussion

The practicum assessed the efficacy of group reminiscence as

a therapeutic intervention for elderly individuals awaiting

transfer to personal care homes from a hospital setting. A

decrease in depression and increase in personal adjustment vrere

the hypothesized outcomes for two groups of subjects. Changes

from pre-test to post-test scores revealed trends consistent with

the above stated hypothesis. There are a number of possible

explanations for the results for which any one, or a combination,

of these possibilities could have effected the outcome.

First, depression arising from current disenchantment over

one's physical, social and emotional status could have been

tempered by reminiscence of positive past life experiences.

Reminiscence may have helped the participants reaffirm positive

attributes about themselves which had not changed with time.

Second, participants of group reminiscence may have realized that
in balance, life had actually been worthwhile. This would, in
turn, have contributed to establishing ego-integrity as defined

by Erikson. Third, a reduction in l-evel- of depression and

improvement in personal adjustment may have resulted from

increased opportunities for social- contact and support as offered

by group interaction. For exampfe, the majority of participants
had cl-aimed they did not have many opportunities to socialize
while in hospital. When given the opportunity to interact with
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positive topics of conversation, it is possibl-e the subjects vrere

able to rel-ate in a new and personal \^/ay. Another possibility is

that the introduction of the student into the lives of these

moderately depressed individuals also served to help them. Many

participant's J-ikely felt they were doing something worthwhile by

cooperatitg, participating and connecting with the student.

Beaton (1980) would characterize this connecting function of

reminiscing as being a link between the person and his/her

immediate environment. Fourth, it was possible that for somet

group reminiscence was a more "on""rrtrated source of intervention

than they had been exposed to before. Fifth, some participant's

may have become l-ess depressed and more adjusted as a simpÌe

factor of time. It is important to note that Group One was

conducted during the months of December and JanuarY, the time of

year most commonly associated with major increases in

depression. Finally, attitudes in the hospital setting could

produce "demand characteristics" that may have effected the

manner in which participants responded to the inventories.

"Socj-al desirability" is always a reality whenever clients

attempt to satisfy the goals of a pr:ogram and avoid conflict with

caregivers (Bloom & Fischer, L982). Group reminiscence can not

be regarded as an exception to any of these possibilities.

Positive effects of group reminiscence were not simply

restricted to the measurements results. Positive results were

al-so reflected in the cohesiveness of the groups and empathy

demonstrated by participants to one another. Whether positive or

negative, repetitive or not, al-l participants expanded their
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verbal-ization through the technique of reminiscence. rn the

process of sharing their stories, participants would laugh and

joke t.ogether; a sharing of humor and camaraderie perhaps sel-dom

experienced by these particular individual-s outside the group

setting. Graduallyr âs sessions progressed and each group

developed, members gained more comfort and trust in the group

process. As a result, they became more interested in the ag,enda,

began to l-isten, respond to, and support one another, and

reminisced with greater ease and spontaneity. Often in fact,

they would help each other remember or defend a member who was

Iess able to clearly express themselves. The audiotapes offer

evidence of these positive interaction patterns. Finally, a non-

judgrmental and accepting attitude from the student appeared to

promote a safer environment in which participants could

communicate and share reminiscences. Members made particular

reference in the Cl-ient Satisfaction Questionnaire to the

pleasure of meeting other peers and also identified the student

as a nerÂr acquaintance. Other behaviors identif ied, through

progress recordings, as evidence of improvement due to

remrnrscr_ngi v¡ere: will-ingness to participate rn group

reminÍscence; increased socialization on wards between sessions

(i.e. ) EM and OF (C5N) r EC and AL (M4), and HT and EP

(SH2); improved groomirg; and increased participation in other

diversional activities throughout the hospital setting.

While the successes \^rere sometimes sma1l and occasionalJ-y

short-Iived, by most standards, they did happen. If people

continue to attend an activity week after weekr âs did
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participants in group reminiscence, the assumption can be made

that the activity had some meaning and val-ue. As far as can be

determined, participation in group reminiscence offered a number

of hospitalized elderly patients something different to do,

somewhere to go, and some new people to meet. Through group

membership, individuals were able to find colnmon interests and

contribute a sense of self to themselves and to others. It also

gave them much needed attention and special status among ward

staff and other chronic patients.

These resul-ts serve to support ãI.i*" in literature of the

formation of self-hel-p groups based on conmon issues and the

positive relationship between social support and personal

adjustment (e.g Ambrose, 1989; Baker, 1985; Haddad, 1981-;

Hogan, 1980; Wel-l-s & Macdonald, 1981).

Limitations

' There are a number of limitations related to the practicum

that need to be mentioned.

First, the generalizability of findings are limited due to

the relatively small sampJ-e size of the reminiscence groups and

the nature of the acute-care setting from which the client
population was drawn. Second, mild memory loss and fluctuating
health status among participants further effected attendance and

participation in groups. Third, differences in level-s of

depression and personal adjustment due to group effect versus

group work could not be determined due to the l-ack of apþropriate
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subjects for control groups. In addit.ion, the possible state of

depression and maladjustment of members due to physioJ-ogical

probJ-ems, drug ef fect, and chronicity could similarly not aÌways

be determined. Another drawback emerged from the turnover of

various participants due to hospital discharges, and its'
concomitant effect on group cohesion. This resulted in those

members not given the time to develop a sense of rapport and

cohesiveness necessary to explore the more introspective

exerc j-ses in group (Ra jacich & Faux , L9 BB ) . A further
consideration was the degree to which reminiscing is considered

an individual versus a social- activity. Was the quality of group

reminiscing different from what might be expected with a cl-ose

friend or confidante? One could also question whether the

hospitalized elderly, although presumably depressed, are those

who would most benefit from the reminiscing intervention. For

example, reminiscing has been associated as being effective with

more severely depressed populations (Fry, 1983; Parsons, 1986),

groups suffering from other psychological disorders (Lesser, êt
aI., l-981), and/or perhaps individuals of a different age and

health status (Fallot, L979-80). It is also possible that
focusing on a particular type of reminiscing (i.e. - l-ife-review)
and using different dependent measures, other than those assessed

in the practicum, may yiel-d even more encouraging results for the

elderly (Perrotta & luleacham, L9B1-82). FinaJ-ly, a more

intensive version of the intervention in which remj-niscing takes

pl-ace for longer periods, such as ten weeks, may also be more

effective (Lappe, L987). rn support of the practicum, it shoul-d
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be noteci that the intervention used - approximately 45 60

minutes for each of six weeks - was typical of what j-s often

received during brief therapy (Perrotta & Meacham, 1981-82).

Furthermore, the level of skill of the student-facilitator, the

number of clients receiving the intervention, and frequency of

sessions was also similar.

In conclusion, the pre-test intervention - post-test (A-B-

A) experimental design used in the practicum illustrates the

omission of several features that are necessary in the evaluation

of short-term interventions. These featuies include random

assignment of participants to groups, controls for reactivity of

the measures, measurement of reminiscence itself as distinguished

from the assessment of its' effects, and control-s for interaction

with the student (Perrotta & Meacham, 1981-82). These

limitations, however, merely point to areas in which additional

empirical efforts are warranted.

Specific Manaqement Problems Related to Groups

A variety of management problems which are not typically

encountered in individual- sessions emerged in group reminiscence.

Among the more common problems were the monopoly of group

time by a smalÌ number of participants, diversion from the main

agenda, and lapses into small talk. For example, members KM

(Group One) and AG (Group Two), who had been stripped of their

social status as a result of hospitalization, had the tendency to

manipulate others emotional-Iy in order to achieve a sense of
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por¡¡er and control. Of tentimes, these particular members woul-d

rambl-e on about insignificant incidents or talk at J-ength about

details only marginally rel-ated to the reminiscence topic,

causing the rest of the group to become tired, frustrated and

unfocused. In the role of guiding group discussion, the student

\^ras challenged to discourage this type of behavior and

interaction without rejecting these individuals. This was

usually accomplished by interrupting the participant's rhythm

with a question and sincere expression of interest towards their

response, allowing the opportunity to open the floor to someone

else (Osborn, L989).

VùhiIe various memories appeared vivid to the reminiscers,

they were not always sequential. Each person's repertoire of

reminiscing was finite and repetitive, with certain favored

reminiscences repeated frequently. It was the odd and incidental
recollections (such as the pet stories) that exerted such power

over memory and contributed to diversions from the stated

agendas. During the course of reminiscirg, members would also

focus attention on present concerns and probl-ems. This occurred

either because they forgot the purpose of the session or they

were reacting to their anxiety rel-ated to a particular subject

matter. "ft \nras important not to discount expression of current
concerns as diversionary, but as an integral part of their living
history" (Becker, et aI. , 1984; p. 98 ) . The student woul-d not

deliberately attempt to shut out the elderly when current
concerns rel-ated to hospitalization intruded the f l-ow of
reminiscence. These vrere recognized as normal expressions of
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anxiety, generated by feelings of helplessness and loss. As the

groups progressed, the student began to acknowledge the

significance of various memories, emergence of common themes and

attention to present concerns at the expense and efforts of

fol-l-owing agendas.

Differing rates of participation and improvement among

members was another problem. Some members were reluctant to

openly share reminiscences (i.e.) EP and OF (Group One); EC and

AI (Group Two). This reluctance was usually overcome in the

second or third session. However, it must be noted that members

reluctant to verbalize due to fear or shyness were, nevertheless'

silentJ-y remi-niscing and deriving some benefit from the group

interaction. In efforts to gain further detail-s from these

individuals, it \¡ras important to avoíd a questioning attitude

which could be interpreted as a threat to their privacy. As a

result, everyone r^ras encouraged to accept and be supportive of

all members.

Finally, the incidence of absenteeism and turnover of

members due to exacerbation of il-Iness, hospital discharges and

the effects of the nurses's strike remained a constant management

issue in terms of rescheduling sessions and maintaining group

interest and cohesion.

Irnplications

Findings of the practicum have implications for heal-th care

professional-s who should provide more opportunities for
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legitimate expression of reminiscence in the elderly. The study

supports Butler and Lewis' original findings that, rather than

being a symptom of organic dysfunction and a representation of

"aimless wandering of the mind, " reminiscing may indeed be a

valuable technique in terms of adaptation to an institutional

environment.

The clinical implications of this practicum centres on

intervention with those hospitalized patients awaiting transfer

to personal care home facj-lities and in dealing with the specific
problems of depression and personal adjustment. Clients who are

encouraged to reminisce can provide the clinician with very

useful material regarding their social and farnily history, sel-f-

image, use of rel-ationships, and degree of adaptive functioning.

Furthermore, diagnosis of a client is enhanced by noting the

nature of the reminiscing as wel-l- as whether they are capable of

seeking enjoyment in the activity (LeGero, 1980). There is no

question that a therapeutic relationship will be more readily
eStabl-ished with the elderly client who is invited to reminisce

and "to share with the clinician those parts of themselves which

are no longer observable to others" (Car1son, 1984¡ p.89). This

in turn enabl-es the elderly to maintain sel-f-esteem, and reaffirm
a sense of identity in the face of tremendous social and

emotional upheavaJ- result.ing from displacement in hospital.
One other finding of the practicum, supported by Butler

(1963 ) , is that reminiscing comes natural-l-y to the elder1y.

Often, the only stimulus needed to initiate a session v¡ere single
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statements such as "Can you tell us about... " or "Do you

remember...?" Comments by one member would often prod the memory

of other members, bringing up an abundance of memories. This

implies that it is not essential for facil-itators to have

extensive experience wÍth group therapy. Professionals who take

an interest in their elderly clients, are good listeners, and are

abl-e to use a structured supportive approach have the potential

to conduct effective reminiscence groups (Lappe, L9B7).

Group reminiscence has been assessed as a rel-atj-vely simple

form of intervention to implement. It is more economicaf and

time efficient than individual work and can be implemented in

many different hospital wards and health care settings. Because

there are only a few restrictions to membership in such groups,

many elderly subjects can benefit from the approach. The

advantages of increased interaction and socialization; both

important needs of hospitalized e1der1y, can also be realized
very quickly and effectively in reminiscence groups (e.9. Baker,

1985; Burnside, 1-984; Ebersole & Hess, 19BL; Osborn, I9B9).

The theoretical implications of the practicum address three

major areas. First, the content of reminiscing may contribute to
a greater understanding of the role of old age within Erikson's

Iife cycl-e model (CarJ-son , L984) . More specif icaIIy, the

proximity of the elderly to death precipitates a crisis during

which individuals wilI review/evaluate their l-ife's experience

and accomplishments in terms of whether goals had been reached.

Depending on whether individuals are able to find some meaning to
their lives, this process results in either achievement'of ego-
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integrity or despair. Therefore, adjustment to old age and its'

inherent consequences is linked to acceptance of sel-f and what

one has made of his/her life. Consistent with this orientation,

is the suggestion there exists a correlation between the capacity

to reminisce and the capacity to achieve a sense of ego-integrity

(Boylin, êt â1, L976; Carlson, 1984; Fry, 1983). The particular

content and quality of reminiscences among participants in this

practicum indicates their ability to sustain a relatively
positive relationship with the past. in a way which allows for
this continued ego-strength in the present and future.

Second, reminiscing provides the opportunity for gaining

greater insight into the mourning process. An essential part of

the normal grief process is repetitive recollection of lost
objects. The normal mourning process is completed when the ego

becomes free again to pursue nerâr objects. Past objects are gone

but can be recalled and put to use in the present (Castelnuovo-

Tedesco, cited in Carlson I L984 t p. 83) . As in the case of

mo'urning, reminiscence reflects a similar reorganization of one's

relationship to lost objects; can appear to be reflective of

introversion; and can result in an ability to rel-inquish what has

actually been lost. In fact, "reminiscence provides solace by

confirming that something actually took place, and what remains

has enough substance to comfort and reassure. " (Carlson, L984¡

p.84).

Third, reminiscence can generate a greater awareness of the

adaptive functioning in hospitalized elderly. For example, these

individuals are faced wj-th an inability to maintain the life they
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r4rere previousl-y accustomed to, and may be unable to avoid

reflecting on how they could have been or what they could have

done differently. As significant physical and mental changes

occur, social relationships are modified and previous coping

resources are no longer as predictable or viabÌe as they had been

prior to hospitalization. As a result, these individuals recall
past Ìife events and relationships in efforts to consolidate

their sel-f-identity and gain a sense of continuity over time.

This view coincides with the observations in .l-iterature of

increased reminiscing among the elderly whose numerous losses

represent a threat to self-esteem (e.9. Carl-son, L9B4¡

Castelnuovo-Tedesco, L978 ¡ Lewis, L97 1 ) .

Effects on the Student-Facilitator

"fsn't each of us struck sil-ent and attentive when we hear
an old man or old woman utter the magic words...Now I will
tel-I you the story of my life"

Harry Moody, 1984

Having been a part of this program has contributed to a

number of positive experiences and outcomes. First and foremost,

the group experíence offered the opportunity to enhance the

student's skiÌIs in empathic communication, and put these

particular skil-Is - questi-oning, sharing, listeni.g, observing,

non-verbal communication, and a non-judg:rnental attitude to good

use in fostering reminiscence in the hospitarized elderry.
Reminiscence further generated the student's ohrn awareness of his
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leadership skill and behavior, and how they affected others in
the group. For example, the student's need to be responsible for

what occurred in groups decreased as sessions progressed. In

place of efforts to maintain control via rigid agendas, the

student took on a greater role of observer-participant and would

often disclose personal ínformation about self to the group.

This interaction pattern heì-ped to stimulate more discussion and

spontaneity in group and establish trusting relationships between

the participants and student.

Working in this program has also assisted the student in
becoming more methodical in the implementation of clinical-
interventions. It has lead to a greater respect in the value of

looking objectively at resul-ts and being J-ess concerned that all
results be positive. In addition, the student's self-confidence

had increased as a result of receiving client and peer

recognition for organizing and leading the groups. Hospital

staff remained positive and supportive of the reminiscence

program and took measures to assist the student in meeting

various practical tasks related to group. The staff was equally

cooperative in observing for any changes in participants between

sessions and provided the student with valuable feedback,

consultation and encouragement.

Finally, the various descriptj-ons and themes that emerged

from reminiscerìce will not be easily forgotten. Because of these

reminiscence groups, the student has, in many respects,

"rediscovered" that when approached as mature individuals, the

hospitalized elderly will- respond as such. They share their
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reminiscences when someone takes the time to simply listen and

understand. As one member (KM) responded: "I've enjoyed this

chance to share parts of my l-ife with you. It is not very often

f've had this kind of opportunity. No one seems to have the

timet "

These particuJ-ar benefit.s serve to support claims that

reminiscence is not only a positive experience for participants,

but for the facil-itator as well. (Baker, 1985; Burnside, 1984¡

Ebersole & Hess , L9BL¡ Osborn, L989 ) .

"There is nothing I l-ike more than conversing with ol-d
persons; for I regard them as travelers who have gone a
journey which I too may have to go. "

Socrates, Plato's Dialogrre

Conc]-usion

The practicum supports a number of earlier studies that
claim reminiscence has a general adaptive function for geriatric

subjects.

In efforts to deal with the stress and negative effects of

hospitalization, members welcomed the opportunity to reminisce

and received enjoyment in the activity (Fry, L983¡ Lieberman &

FaIk, L971). Participation in group reminiscence contributed to

ego-integrity (BoyIin, êt âI., I976)t maintenance of sel-f-esteem

(Lewis , L97L), decreased negative affect (Fallot, I979-80), and

positive changes in the interaction and behavior of members

observed (Head, Portroy & Woods, 1990). The resul-ts also
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substantiate the notion that reminj-scing about the past is linked

with desirable changes in depression and personal adjustment

(Havinghurst & Glasser, 1972¡ Lappe I I9B7; McMahon & Rhudick.

L967; Parsons, 1986).

The significance of these claims further generate an acute

avrareness that the need for psychosocial weJ-l-being is not unique

to the hospitalized eJ-derly awaiting personal care home

placement. As Berezin (f972) affirmed "the old person yearns

for, needs and desires the same satisfaction, gratification and

pleasures as do younger people (p. 1+84). The difference in need

at various ages are of degree, not quality (Carlson, 1984).

Through reminiscence, members brere allowed the opportunity to be

viewed as people, rather than hospital patients, with unique

personalities, histories, and personal- set of l-ife experiences.

Without clinging to the past, these individuals reexperienced

their participation in it and, in so doingr strengthened their
identity and self-esteem.

' If the elderly are given the opportunity to feel comfortabLe

with themselves, they can feel that life was not wasted (Becker,

et al. , 1984 ) . Group reminiscence offered participants this
opportunity to recalI, share and cel-ebrate their lives.
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NURSING HOME I{AITING LIST.
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HOSPITAT CONSENT FORT{.
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APPENDIX C.

THE GERIATRIC DEPRESSTON SCALE - SHORT FOR}I.



CHOOSE THE BEST ANSI{ER FOR HOf{ fOU FELT OVER THE PAST I{TEK

Are you boslcally satfsflod slth your l-lfe?

Have yo' dropped many of your actlvÍtÍes and

Do you feel ttrab your llfo ls eupty?

Do you ofben get bored?

lntoros Ls ?

to happen to

j-.---.-.-yes / no

Yes / no

Yes / no

yes / no

"---Yes / no

you? yes / no

Yes / no

Yes / no

Yes / no

Yes ,/ no

"{"" / no

Áre you ln good spf rlt¡.uost of ttre tloo?

Áre you afrafd that aonethÍng bad ls golng

Do you feel happy mosL of the tÍne?

Do yor¡ ofton feel helpless?

Do'you prefer ¿o "tuif ffi#i rattrer than gorng out.

and doing nerr thlngs?

, Do you feel you have fno¡6 probreus sfth fnes.ry than most? ---yes./ no

-Do you think lt fs r¡onderfur to be ar-rve? yes / no

' Do you foel pretty sorthress tho vay you ar€ no+r? yes / no
, Do yor¡ feel ful_l of energr, 

"es 
/ no

Do you feel that your sftuation is hopeless?

Do yor¡ thlnk that most peopre are better o_ff tåan you are?
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ÀPPENDIX D.

THE CORNETI PERSONÀL ADJI'STMENT SCALE.



Questionnaire Supplement

What this Is All About

This is not a rrtestrr. There are no right or v/rong ansv/ers. Justansv¡er the questions in the !ùay you, yourself , reer about them.Give your own honest opinions.
The information you give me wilr be kept strictry confidential_.Nothing you write wiÍt be shown to anyãne el_se iñ trre hospital.
R:?a every question carefuJ-ly. Then be sure to check the answerwhich best gives your opinioñ. rt is important you ansvrer themall.
Thank you for your cooperation.



\\

coRNELL PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT SALE
W- E- Tfrompson, G- F- Stcib, and J- Kosa' 1960

Satisfactíon uitb Lifc
1- All in zlt. how much hzppincss would you s1y you find in lifc todey?

(chcck onc)

-¡{most 

nonc- (-)'

-Somc. 

bur noc vcry much- (-)

-.4. 

good dcal- (+)

z- f n gcncr:j. how would you szy you fccl most of chc dmc, in good spirics or in lor¡'

spiris' (chcck onc)
I am usuall Y in good sPirits- (+)

I am in good spirits somc of chc tirnc md in low spiris somc of thc dmc- (-)
f am usuallY in low sPiris- (-)

l - on rhc wholc. how setisficd woulil yolu say you zfc widr your wzy of lifc today?

(chcck onc)
Vcry srtisficd- (+)
Fairly s¡.tisficd- (-)

-Not 

v<ry såt'tsficd- (-)
Nor vcry satisGcd zt ell- (-)

Dejection

4- How ofrcn do you gcc chc fccling thet yourlifc codzy is not vcry uscful? (chcck onc)

-Oftcn- 

(-)

-somctimcs- 

(-)
- 
Hardly cvcr- (+)

'' 5- How oftcn do you frnd yoursdf fccling "bluc'? (chcck onc)
..

-Oftcn- 

(-)

-Sornctimcs- 

(-)

-Hzrdly 

cvcr- (+)
6- How ofccn do you gcr upscr by thc thirgp thet heppcu in your d:ry<odzy living? (chcck

onc)i'-'-''":'

-Oftcn- 

(-)

-somctimcs- 

(-)

- 

Hzrdfy cvcr- (+)
Hopclcsstzcss

7- Thcsc ózys I find mysdf giving up hopc of rying to improvc myscf C (chcck onc)

-Ycs- 

(-)

-No--(+)
Undccidcd- (.-)

8- Almosc c,rcryching rhcsc deys is r rzckcL_(chcck onc)-

-Ycs- 

(-)

-No- 

(+)

-Undccidcd- 

(-)
9- How mt¡ch do you plzn ehczd thc things chzt yorr wilt bc doing ncxr wcck or chc wcck

¿fccr? (chcck only ooc)

-f 

mrkc many ptzns- (+)
f mekc r/arø ptzns- (-)
f mzkc almost ao pl¿ns- (-)
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ÀPPENDTX E.

THE CI,TENT SATTSFÀCTTON QUESTTONNATRE.



The Client Satisfaction estionnaire

Please help us improwe our program by answering some qtt:"t1::t^i?:T:^:h"
serwices you have received.- Wé are interested in your honest oplnl-ons'
whether they are positive or negative- Please answer aII of the gyestions'
WeaIsoweIcomeyourcomments...ds.,ggesffiverymuch,Wê
aPpreciate your help-

CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER

you received?How would You

4
ExceIIent

rate the quaJ"itY of service

32
Good Fair

Did you get the kind of service

12
No definiteJ.Y No not
not reaIIY

you wa¡lted?

3
Yes
generaJ.ly

. your needs?

2
OnIy a few
of mY needs
hawe been met

I
Poor

+
Yes
definitelY

3. To what extent

4
ÀJ-rnost aII of
my needs have
met

has our grouP met

3
Most of mY
needs hawe
been met

1
None
needs
b¡en

of my
have

met

4- Would. you recommend our group to others?

123
No definiteJ.y No I don't Yes I think
not so so

How satisfied. are you with the amount of help

1
Quite
dissatis fred

2
Indifferent
or rnildly
dissatisfied

')
J

Mostly
satisfied

4
Yes
definitelY

you received?

4
Very
satis fied

(ovER)



6. I{ave
with

4
Yes theY have
helped a great
deal

In an overall, general
you received?

4
Very satisfied

I,{ouId

I
No definiteJ.Y
not

TEANK YOUI

32
Yes l-heY No theY
h..t. heiPed reallY did
somewhat not heIP

1
No theY seemed
to make things
worse

you vlith the service

I
Quite
dissatisfied

offered again?

4
Yes definÍ-telY

the services you received' helped you to deal more effectively
your Problems?

sense, l-tow satisfied are

B. you participate in a similar

2

3
Ffos1-IY
satisfied

No I do not
think so

2
Inäifferent
or miIdIY
d.issatisf ied

activity if

3
Yes I think
so
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ÀPPENDÏX F.

CORRESPONDENCE AND ¡{EMORÀNDUUS.



MEI'lORANDUM

T0: Ernie Epp
Ass i stant Executi ve Di rector
Cl inical Support Division

FROM: Tammy Rabkin
Di rector of Socia I l¡lork

DATE : 0ctober 11, 1990

SUBJECT: MASTERS PRACTICUM _ NICHOLAS CHUBENKO

This Ís to inf orm you of a practicum that r,¡i I I be done by
Nicholas Chubenko. This is a requirement for his Master of
Social tlork degree at the University of Manitoba.

The titl e of his practicum is "Group Intervention Using
Reminiscence and Life Review of Elderly Hospitai Ízed Patienls
Awaiting Nursing Home Placement". Nick is pianning to conduct
group sessions involving six to eight subjects selected from our
medical wards, The groups wi I I run for six consecutive weeks,
and include structured reminiscence and I ife review.

Father Clayton Purcell is the hospital representative on Nick's
practicum committee. The other committee members are Dr. J.
Kuypers, and Mrs. Jeanette Block.

Nick wil I be meeting with the appropriate head nurses to inform
them of hís practicum once the patient selection is completed.

,The results of this study wil I be available to the Department of
Social l¡lork for our use.

Should you wish further information regarding this study, please
cal I me at 8165.

Tammy Rabkin B.S.l¡J.
Di rector
Department of Social tJork



MEMORANDUTl

TO; Tina Enns
Assistant Executive Director
School of Nursing

FR0M: Tammy Rabkin
Di rector of Socia I Uork

DATE : October 1 1, 1990

SUBJ ECT: I,IASTERS PRACTICUM _ NICHOLAS CHUBENKO

Further to our telephone conversation earl Íer today, r€garding a
Masters Practicum, I am encl osing a copy of the proposa I . The
patien-f- involvement is similar to the role social wo¡k has with
thi s popu I at i on on a regu I ar bas i s.

Father Clayton Purcell is the hospítal representative on
Nicholas'practicum committee. The othen committee members are
Dr. J. Kuypers, and Ms. Jeanette Block of the Faculty of Social
i,Iork, Uni versÍ ty of Manitoba.

Fo I I owing approval of this study, and compl etion of the patíent
section, [.licholas wi I I meet the appDopriate head nurses to inf orm
them of his practicum. The results of hÍs study wil I be
available to the Department and are expected to be very vaiuable
fo¡ program planning.

Should you have any questions, or wish further information,
please cal i me at 8165-

'Thank you.

Tammy Rabk i n B. S. l,J.

Director
Department of Socia I l¡Jork

8165



MEMORANDUl',I

TO: Dr. A. Lipson
Medical Director

FROM: Nick Chubenko
Social l¡Jork Department

DATE : OctoL¡er 15 ' 1990

SUBJ ECT : SOC I AL UJORK PRACT I CUM

I w i sh to make you avrare of a practÍ cum I am present I y
undertaking at Misericc¡rdia General Hospi tal as part of the
requirement towards my Masters of Social llork degree.

It is my intent to assess the efficiacy of grouP reminiscence and
I ife reviewing as a therapeutic íntervention for hospital ized
e I der l y awai ting transfer to Personal care homes.

Two groups of 6-B patients will be selected to participate in
structured neminiscence for'' six consecutive weeks, each session
6O-9O minutes in length.

The objective of the practicum will be to assist participants to
focus on meaningful dimensions of past I ife events, and enhance
se I f-esteem and personal adjustment in response to I engLhy
periods of hospital ization. It is anticípated that intervention
of this nature wi I t al so Iead to reduction in depression
resul ting i¡r improved levels of f unctÍonÍng, reversing
dysfunctional attitudes, improving self-concept and decreasing
problem behaviors.

I wit I also be meeting with appropriate nursing staff to outline
the program's methodology, subject selection, procedures and
evaluation.

At present, Father Clayton Purcel l, Director of Pastoral Care, is
the hospital representative on my practicum committee. Other
committee members include pnincipal advisor, Dr. Joseph Kuypers,
and Professor Jeanette Block from the Faculty of Social [Jork at
the University of Manitoba.

If you wish to discuss thÍs Program further, please feei free to
contact me at any time.

Thank you for your attentÍon.

N i ck Chubenko BA, BSI,J ' RSt^t

Department of Social l¿Jork

8165



MEMORANDUM

Ttl: Head Nurses: SHz
SH3
H4
C5S
C5l\.1

FROM: Nicholas Chuhenko
Socia i ì¡lork Department

DATE :

SUBJECT:

0cLoher 30, 199O

SOC I AL I,JORK PRACT I CUM

I wish to make you aware of a practicum I am presently
undertaking in our hospital as part of the requirement towards my
Masters of Soci¿¡-ì Work degree.

It is my intenL to assess the efficiacy of group reminiscence and
I ife reviewing as a therapeutic intervenlion for hospital ized
eideriy awaiting transfer to personal care homes.

Two groups of 6-8 subjects will be selected from medical wards
throughout the hospi ta I to part ici pate in structured remini scence
for six consecutive weeks; each session 6O-9O minutes in length.
Subject selection, schedul ing and location for group sessions
have yet to be confirmed, although the target date set for the
first group is November to December, 199O.

The objective of the practicum will be to assist participants to
focus on meaningful dimensions of past I ife events and enhance
self esteem, and personal adjustment in response to lengthy
periods of hospital ization. I t is anticipated that interventÍon
of this nature wi I I al so I ead !o- reduction in depression
resulting in improved levels of functioning, reversíng
dysfunctional attitudes, improving sel f concept and decreasing
prob I em behav i ors.

I look forward to meeting with you to discuss thís program in
further detail, and can be reached at Iocal 8165.

Thank you for your attention and caoperation.

l.licho I as Chubenko BA, BSIJ, RSU
Department of Socia I i,Iork

c. c. Tammy Rabkin
Director of Social l¡Jork



/\TISERICCIRDIA CENIERAL I-{OSP[TAI-
V,,l.iNrP!G

R3C 1A2

99 CORr.¡lSrl AvÊNUr ¡¡.{NlT,f3¡

f2011 771-ó581
CLINICAL SUPPORT

DIVIS{CN

October 22, 1990

Dr. J. Kuypers
FacuIt.y of SociaI Work
University of Manitoba
5th Floor - Tier Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2

Dear Dr Kuypers:

This wiII advise that. Mr. Nicholas Chubenko's proposed
practicum for his lvlasters in SociaI Work program has been
approved to proceed at the Misericordia General- Hospital. We
understand that Fr. Clayton Purcel-l is the hospital
representative on Mr Chubenko' s practicum committee

. I take this opport.unity to thank you and your Faculty of
Social Work for the efforts and guidance in Nick's currenL
endeavor and l-ook forward to learning the results of his study.

Yours truly,

EE/bg
Ernie Epp
Asst. Executive Director
(CIinical- Support )



MIsERICORDIA CENERAL HCSPITAL
99 CORNISH AVENUE V/INNIPEG. MANITOBA

R3C lA2

scHool oF
NURSING DIVISION

November 7, 1990

l2o11 771-6581

Mr. Nicholas Chubenko
Department of Social Work.
Misertcordía General H ospi"tal
99 Corni.sh Avenue
Wtnntpeg, Manitoba
RSC 142

Dear Mr. Chubenko:

I am pleased to advíse you that your Practícum Proposal "Croup Intervention
Using Reminiscence and Lífe Review on EIderIy Hospí.talized Patíents Awaí.ti.ng
Nursing Home Placement" hds been approved. The resulti.ng fíndings may ín fact
prove useful to the pattents i.n our ¿nstitution.

I would suggest that you líaise directly with *the appropríate
Coordinators/Head Nurses ds necessary for the implementation of your project.

We wish you well Ín this phase of your studfes.

Stncerely yours,

Miss Tina Enns, R.N., M.N.
Director, School of Nursing



MEMORANDUM

TO: Head Nurses
sH2, SH3, M4, C5N, C5S

FROM: Nick Chubenko
Socia1 lVork Department

DATE : December 3, I99O

SUBJECT: REMINTS€TNG GROUP

Further to our meetj-ng regarding patient selection for my
practicum, please be advised (Patientts Name(s) ) have been chosen
to participate in group reminiscence.

The group will meet Wednesday evenings from 6:00 7:00 Þ.r.,
commencing December 7, l-ggO to January 9, IggI in the Di-versional
Therapy room on Maryland 4.

You will be notified if any changes to this schedule are
required. I trust this meets with your approval and f appreciate
your support.

Nick Chubenko BA, BShI, RS!{
Social lrTorker
Department of Social Vüork

NC: ts

I 165

c.c. Diversional Therapist - Maryland 4



IfEMORANDUII

T0: Head Nurses

s\z, SH3, Y4, C5S, C5N

FROM: Nick Chubenko
Socia I Í^Jork Department

DATE : December 7, 19SO

SUBJECT: REI'IINISCING GROUP

Having completed the first session on December 5, 199O, it has
come to my attention that the starting time for thís group be
changed in order to accommodate the patients dinner schedule.

As a resul t, f uture sessions wÍ I I be scheduled on l^lednesdays f rom
6;30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. in the same location on Maryland 4.

I trust this meets with your approval and apologíze for any
Frevious disruptions.

Nick Chubenko BA, BSW, RStJ
Department of Social Work

NC: ts

B 165



MEMORANDUM

TO: Tammy Rabkin
Director of Social Vüork

FROM:

DATE :

Nick Chubenko
Social Worker

April 3, a99I

SUBJECT: REMINTSCING GROUP

I have tentatively scheduled my 2nd Reminiscing Group to commence
April 10 to April 26, IggI. This group would meet twice a week
to prevent early patient discharge, M4 closure, etc.
As evening sessions \r¡ere not recej_ved well by previous
participants for a number of reasons, I have proposed to schedule
Group 2 sessj-ons on Wednesdayts and Frj_dayts from 11:OO a.m. to
1.l-:40 a.m. This time was sel-ected foll-owing consultations with
patients, fami-Iy members, and staff aIike.
As this schedule conflicts with my requfar work time, I would
reguest one vacation day be designated to meet this task.
,Thank you for your consideration.

Nick Chubenko BÀ, BS!{, RSI^I
Social Worker



TO:

FROM:

MEMORANDUM

Head Nurses
sH2, SH3, M4, CsN, C5S

Nick Chubenko
Social Vüork Department

DATE : April gt 1991

SUBJECT: REMTNTSCING GROUP

Please be advised that (Patientts name(s) ) have been selected
from your ward to participate in my next reminiscing group.

This group will meet twice a week on lrlednesdayrs and Fridayrs,
from 11:00 a.m. 11:40 a.m., commencing April 10, L99l to April
26,L99:. in the Diversional Therapy room on Maryland 4.

You will be notified if any changes to this schedule are
required.

I Lrust this meets with your approval and f appreciate your
support once again.

Nick Chubenko BA, BSVü, RSVü
Social Worker
Department of Social tlork

NC: ts

8165

c.c. Diversional- Therapist - Maryj-and 4
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APPENDIX G.

LIST OF REMINISCENCE TOPICS.



REMINISCENCE TOPICS
a
a
a
a
a
a
d
a
a
a
o
a
o

lntroductions: Wlrere you were born. first lrorne
Scfroof days
Favorif.e games
Birthcfays. family traditions
Life during the Depression
E¡rf iest chilclhood nremories
Romance today and yes(erday
Fashion, clothes; and proper manners
Leaving tlre nest: Moving ou( orì your own
Personal treasure: Bring in sometlring memora[:le or nreaningful to slrare
Weddings and raising chifdren
Feecling.tlre fami[y: Cooking, slro¡r¡ring. and waf]es
Your l¡est accomplishment: Wfrat? Hor-v? Whenl Strengths and [alents
utilized? How can tlrese strengths/talents be used today?. How would your best friend descril¡e you? How ',,vould you like (o be
remembered by others (strengths, talents, special quaf ities)l

' What ofder person has influenced your life? Wtrat are some of the
advantages of growing older?

. Croup termination: What did you like best about the group? Did the
Sroup benefit you and if so, how? Which was yoLrr favorite topic? What
was the favorite memory you hacl? What was the mos( nìernoratrle
memory shared by someone elseJ

SOURCE: OSBORN, C. L. (1989).




